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Irrepressible memories. Vacant eyes. A child being dangled from a third story window. A boy tied
to a chair. Children sleeping in layers of clothing to fight off the bitter cold. An infant dying from
starvation. Some things your mind will never allow you to forget.Silent Tears is the true story of
the adversity and triumphs one woman faced as she fought against the Chinese bureaucracy to
help that country’s orphaned children.In 2003, Kay Bratt’s life changed dramatically. A wife and
mother of two girls in South Carolina, Bratt relocated her family to rural China to support her
husband as he took on a new management position for his American employer. Seeking a way
to fill her days and overcome the isolation she experienced upon arriving in a foreign country,
Bratt began volunteering at the local orphanage. Within months, her simple desire to make use
of her time transformed into a heroic crusade to improve the living conditions and minimize the
unnecessary deaths of Chinese orphans.Silent Tears traces the emotional hurdles and daily
frustrations faced by Ms. Bratt as she tried to change the social conditions for these
marginalized children. The memoir vividly illustrates how she was able to pull from reservoirs of
inner strength to pursue her mission day after day, leaving the reader with the resounding
message that everyone really can make a difference.

Anyone who loves Irish song will want to have a copy of this huge and extraordinary collection
and will spend many delighted hours browsing through it. And because Irish song is such an
important element in American song, north and south, it’s great that the University of Georgia
Press is making it available.-- Pete SeegerThis is obviously a very important book to all who are
interested in folk songs, and especially those researching Irish songs.-- Edith Fowke ― Come-
All-YeSam Henry’s collection is a ‘classic’ work in every sense; this new book is a classic study
which should be sought out by anyone seriously interested in Anglo-Irish folk song.-- John
Paddy Browne ― Folk on TapIf you like folk music, you will love this book.-- Irish EchoIts
presence as a social and historical record is of undoubted worth.-- Irish Times LimitedAbout the
AuthorSAM HENRY (1878–1952) was a native of Coleraine, Northern Ireland. A tireless
documenter of Northern Irish folklore and music, he shared his work through a regular column in
the Northern Constitution newspaper between 1923 and 1938, as well as through broadcasts on
the BBC and Radio Éireann.GALE HUNTINGTON was a writer, teacher, historian, and musician.
He is the author of Songs the Whalemen Sang and other books on New England music and
history.JOHN MOULDEN is a Northern Irish educator, folklorist, and authority on Sam Henry's
life and work.
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New ParentsAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorIntroductionA two-year-old child dangling
precariously from a third-story window . . . a little boy tied to a chair for hours . . . abandoned
children begging for a crust of bread . . . most of us will live our entire lives without witnessing
such blatant cases of emotional or physical child neglect and abuse. Instead, we live in relative
comfort, far removed from such horrors and perhaps feeling we are doing our part to help
suffering children by sending an annual tax-deductible check to some charitable organization.
While this is certainly a worthy undertaking, there is much more that needs to be brought to the
world’s attention and addressed.I used to be one of those people, sympathizing at a distance
with the plight of less-fortunate humans the world over while tending to my own personal dramas
in my middle-class neighborhood in Greyhill, South Carolina.I was perfectly content for my family
to continue its slow crawl toward the American dream—or so I thought. I am not an overly
adventurous woman. My idea of a daring journey is lying on the beach with a thick novel while
protecting my children from the dangers of sunburn.However, fate had other plans for me. Late
in 2002, I learned I would not be lingering in my safe and easy life much longer. When my
husband Ben’s company offered him a management position starting up a manufacturing facility
in a third world country, we were both excited and terrified. Our families thought we had lost our
minds when we accepted and began planning our move to China, a land that then seemed
mysterious and wonderful to us. I always believed God had a plan for us, and I quickly realized
that this could be my chance to do something memorable with my life. Immediately I set three
goals: to learn to speak Mandarin, to volunteer in an orphanage, and to chronicle my time



overseas by keeping a journal.Our lives changed dramatically in 2003, when, after months of
anticipation and preparation, we relocated to Shengxi.1 We embarked on this journey fully
realizing it was going to be an unforgettable experience; we just never bargained for the
adventure to be so fraught with frustration and turmoil. Once we arrived, the culture shock and
isolation we faced were overwhelming. After several weeks, we believed we had made a terrible
mistake by leaving our simple, untroubled lives in America. It was a far more difficult transition
than any of us had anticipated.The often nerve-racking, trying times and sometimes
extraordinary adventures left us emotionally drained. Even after a few months, my family was not
adjusting in the way I had imagined. My young daughter, Amanda, constantly begged to return
to the States, and Ben was struggling with the many cultural differences of managing a Chinese
business.Our commitment of eighteen months began to feel like a prison sentence, and my
family looked to me to make it all better. At the five-month mark, I knew we needed to pull
ourselves out of our mostly self-imposed misery before it turned us against our circumstances
and one another. We had resisted enrolling Amanda in school, but once we did, we realized it
was the best decision for all of us. Among peers, she began to blossom and return to her
extroverted self. A few months later, a little girl moved in to the house next to ours, and she and
Amanda instantly became best friends. Knowing Amanda was adjusting helped Ben and me to
begin to relax and come to grips with our new circumstances.With the help of an expatriate
friend who had contacts with city officials, I was eventually accepted as a volunteer by the local
orphanage. Thrilled and a little frightened, I started out as a hesitant observer, but after
experiencing the shock and horror of finding a tiny baby dead from neglect in her crib, I had to
decide whether I was going to fight this outrage and try to make a difference or turn a blind eye
to protect my delicate position as a foreigner. I left the orphanage that day profoundly
discouraged at the utter disregard for human life, yet filled with an exhilarating sense of purpose
I had never known before.At this crossroads in my life, I saw clearly the challenge placed before
me. I was driven to try to change the lives of these children whose parents had cast them aside
like the day’s garbage. I wanted to transform the often vacant, detached expressions on their
innocent faces to ones of animation, of joy, of life. My new goal became demonstrating to each
child how it felt to be loved and nurtured. I put behind me the memories of my comfortable life in
America and threw myself wholeheartedly into my work at the orphanage and my task of making
Shengxi a real home for our family.Using email correspondence and an expatriate website, I
began to raise community awareness of these helpless children’s miserable existence.
Gradually, I began building the volunteer group, one person at a time. Friends and family
forwarded my weekly email updates to more and more people, and the trickle of donations that
began to arrive helped us to implement many changes at the orphanage. On occasional visits to
the States, I spoke at churches and further broadened our support group. Time passed
imperceptibly quickly, and I was soon busy coordinating the volunteer schedule, surgeries, and
incoming donations.Silent Tears: A Journey of Hope in a Chinese Orphanage is a collection of
my journal entries during my family’s time in China. My memoir shows the vast range of



emotions I faced during our four-year assignment in China. Countless times, I wanted to quit
everything and jump on a plane back to the U.S. Some of the cases of abuse and neglect were
so severe they caused me to spiral downward into depression. However, because of the bonds I
had formed with so many of the children, I simply could not bring myself to walk away. After a
time, I became an expert at hiding the anguish I felt after each death—each entirely preventable
death—of one of our babies. I learned through practice to summon an inner strength and
stoicism that enabled me to push on.Some of the children we nurtured went on to become part
of “forever families” and to live normal, happy lives. Not all were so lucky. The faces of many
children destined to remain in the orphanage—many of whom I deeply loved—return at random
to haunt my days and occasionally my dreams. Often, particularly at the beginning of my
mission, I would come across a child or baby in distress, tears flowing down his or her cheeks,
but unable to utter a sound. I would never fail to be astonished that a child so young could cry so
silently, without movement or expression, while so clearly craving human touch. It was as though
they had given up on the hope of receiving even a moment of comfort or attention to alleviate the
misery of their prisonlike existence. Those memories will linger forever in the corners of my
heart. I titled this memoir Silent Tears as a tribute to the Shengxi orphanage children, now and in
the future.Silent Tears is based on my recollection of events from March 2003 until the summer
of 2007. Some names have been altered, and when dialogue is used, it is based on my recall of
specific conversations.1 All Chinese city names in the book have been changed. I chose not to
reveal the real name of the orphanage or the city to ensure future volunteer efforts would not be
compromised.PROLOGUEChild of Regret and SorrowBEIJING, CHINA, 2006Her dainty hands
were numb from too many hours sitting outside under the bridge. The temperature had not risen
with the noontime sun as it usually did. Today’s begging had so far brought her only enough
money to feed the child and not herself. What little effort it took to teach the child to stay put in
her lap and look hungry! But most of the pedestrians were not swayed by the toddler’s
beseeching eyes, and only a few elderly women gave generously to the cup.It had been a day
with too much time for her to contemplate her circumstances and arrival at such a low place in
her life. Several times since this morning, she had daydreamed about how comfortable and
happy she used to be. She remembered her small apartment and the satisfaction of shopping
and cooking for her new husband. But this line of thought was dangerous; it always led to the
painful memories of the birth of her daughter and the drama that had ensued.Mei Li had been a
bright and pretty girl of nineteen when she met her husband. He was studying at the university
and she worked as a server in a Western restaurant. One night he came in with a group of his
foreign friends. When she accidentally spilled soup in his lap, he was compassionate and took
pity on her embarrassment. He did not make a scene and kept the accident quiet. She had been
relieved, for such a mishap could have cost her the job. Jobs for the uneducated were not easy
to come by and her parents desperately needed the additional income this position brought in.
She was thankful that her becoming face was at least beneficial in securing her a job in a
sheltered place, keeping her from the degrading work in the questionable trades offered to most



young women of her background.That evening, as the kind young man left the restaurant, she
longingly wondered if she would ever again meet such a handsome and considerate man. When
Le Ming arrived at her station again the following evening, she was overcome with shyness. After
his meal, he asked her to meet him at a local park and she agreed, knowing that if her parents
were to discover the tryst, she would be reprimanded for such overt conduct.They began a
whirlwind courtship. When their schedules would allow, they spent many hours together flying
kites, walking near the lake, or just sitting and talking of their dreams. She knew she loved him
deeply, and when he proposed marriage, she immediately said yes. Within a year, he had saved
enough money to rent them a small but cozy apartment. They were married and she began her
new life as a wife to an aspiring executive. She kept her job because he had one more year at
the university before he would begin working full-time. The part-time work he did as a sales clerk
in the telephone store did not make enough to meet all of their financial burdens. This did not
trouble her, though, for she knew they would soon be living a much better lifestyle.When Mei Li
discovered she was pregnant, she and her husband were alarmed. It was too soon in their
marriage and they were not prepared. The young couple talked to Le Ming’s parents and were
relieved that they would stand behind them and support them through the first year. His parents
were excited to be expecting a grandson who would carry on the family name.At first, this further
worried Mei Li because she knew that there was a chance she would not have a boy. When she
tried to talk this over with her husband, he assured her that he knew of a doctor who would
perform an illegal ultrasound when it was time, and confirm for them what his heart already
knew: that they would indeed have the coveted son. She convinced herself to put the worry out
of her mind and concentrate on the future and the joy it would bring.In order to save for
upcoming expenses, she began to cut her diet drastically. She would cook meat, rice, and
vegetables for her husband but would eat only rice herself. She was a healthy young woman, so
what harm could that do? The extra pennies she saved would buy their son the many things he
would need that first year.When they were unable to bribe a doctor to do the ultrasound, she
should have known that bad luck was upon them. After much contemplation, they decided male
births were dominant in her husband’s family and thus it would be safe to continue with the
pregnancy.The night of the birth, the grandparents took great care in performing every step
according to custom, in order not to upset the ancestors. Le Ming was their only son and his
child would probably be their only grandchild; they wanted to make sure that nothing went
awry.The birth did not go well. Mei Li labored for close to twenty hours before the doctor finally
anesthetized her and performed a cesarean section. As the gas took effect, she watched her
husband’s eyes and thought of how happy they would soon be.When she awoke, however, it
was to a silent and empty hospital room. She had expected that her baby would be lying next to
her, awaiting his first meal from his mother. A look around the room proved her child was
nowhere in sight. With increasing alarm, she called out for someone to come. Eventually a nurse
entered and, with a frown upon her face, approached the new mother to check her pulse.“Where
is my son?” Mei Li demanded.The nurse briskly walked to the window, raised the blind, and



looked out over the city. The defeated stance of her body indicated she had given this speech
many times.“You did not give birth to a son. You had an unlucky little girl.”As reality set in, Mei Li
became very agitated. “This is not true! Where is my husband and where are his parents?”The
nurse sat on the bed and looked at the young mother. “They have all gone home. Your husband
says you must have done something to cause this tragedy. Your girl child is not normal—she was
born with a deformity.”The room became so quiet that Mei Li could hear her heart pumping
blood. She was shocked to learn that the child was a girl, but to hear she was crippled was
almost too much to absorb.“What do you mean? How is she deformed?”The nurse looked away
once again and said, “Her leg is twisted and unnatural. She will be an outcast. I’m sorry to say,
but your family does not want her.”“I don’t care if they want her or not. She is my child!”The nurse
just shook her head unsympathetically and walked out of the room.When the time came for Mei
Li to leave the hospital with her child, she did so with a heavy heart. She had not had a single
visit from her husband nor anyone else in his family.She had no money to take the bus, so, with
the baby cradled in her arms, she began the long walk home. A slow but steady rain fell and she
feared for the health of her daughter. As she picked up the pace, her mind whirled with the
anticipation of what her husband would say to her.Drenched with rain, she reached her building
and stopped outside to gather her courage. Looking up at the tall building, she tried to pick out
their window. Was he there? Would he be happy to see her, and would he put her mind at ease?
Would he help her care for the baby so she could rest her aching feet?Climbing the many stairs,
she frequently paused to ease the pain from her stitches. With each floor she reached, her
anxiety increased as she prepared what she would say to her beloved husband. She was sad for
letting him down; she knew his heart had been set on having a son. If he would only listen, she
knew she could convince him everything would be all right.She wanted to remind him that these
days in China, many baby girls grew up to be successful women who went on to help support
their parents. Things were changing and they did not have to live according to the old beliefs and
customs that valued a boy so much more than a girl. With the love they had for each other, it was
only natural that they would work through this and make the best of their situation. They would
save their money to find a doctor who could help with their daughter’s disability. She hoped he
would listen and not be swayed by his parents’ abject disapproval.When Mei Li arrived at the
door, she stopped to make sure the baby’s leg was covered. She wanted Le Ming to see the
beauty of his daughter’s face first and not the deformity that might cause a lifetime of worry. She
turned the knob, took a deep breath, and walked into her home. Her initial feeling was that
everything would somehow work out, for she was back in her comfortable, familiar little
apartment. She looked around and saw her husband sitting at the kitchen table with his head in
his hands. Her mother-in-law sat beside him with red-rimmed eyes. It was obvious they had been
grieving. Mei Li could scarcely believe all this was because they did not have a healthy baby boy!
This was not China of twenty years ago—what were they thinking?Her mother-in-law looked up
and with a glare of disgust ordered her out of the apartment. Mei Li felt a shiver of foreboding as
the atmosphere became heavy with hatred.“Le Ming, please don’t let your mother talk to me this



way. Please, look at how beautiful your baby girl is. She has your eyes.”Her husband looked at
her with eyes full of sorrow. “Mei Li, you must go. You and your baby have caused my family very
bad luck. My father died of a heart attack the night she was born. You must leave this house and
never come back.”Mei Li backed away in disbelief. She knew well the ancient belief that the
death of a family member on the same day as the birth of a baby meant the life of that child was
the cause of the death. The deformed leg only added to their certainty that her child was indeed
unlucky.As she turned to leave, the love of her life faltered with his decision and gave her an
ultimatum. She could see the pain in his eyes as he delivered what he knew would be an
unheeded request. There was no question of his love for his young wife, but it could not be
stronger than his loyalty to his mother.“If you get rid of the baby, you can return and we will try to
work this out. Do not bring her back into my house again.”Mei Li cradled her small and innocent
daughter close to her body. She pleaded with Le Ming, but he denied her the comfort of rest,
food, and dry clothing. She was to leave immediately and to take nothing from her husband’s
house. With a last withering look, she shut the door on her previously perfect life and turned to
begin her new destiny.“I will name her Yintong,” she said. The name meant regret and sorrow, so
fitting for this child’s life and all the ripples of dark feelings she had caused.Since that life-
changing day, Mei Li and her daughter had spent many months sleeping in doorways, at train
stations, and under bridges. Autumn had set in and the temperatures sometimes plummeted to
freezing. Their only source of milk, food, and clothing was from begging for small change or
digging through putrid garbage. Many times there was nothing to eat for more than a day, and
both of them had become weak and sickly.Mei Li would never have thought that her life would
come to this. When she used to lay her head on her clean, warm bed in her cozy home, she
never imagined one day—so soon!—she would find herself living in the filth and grime of the
streets, washing in the canals and scrounging from meal to meal. Though she was still young,
the new burden she carried made her feel exhausted and old.The first day after her husband
had forced her departure, she had gone back to her childhood home to seek refuge. Her parents
had reluctantly agreed to give her shelter, but they, too, wanted nothing to do with the
handicapped child. They would take her in only if she would give her baby away. But Mei Li was
not prepared to do this and decided that, for Yin Yin, a life on the streets was better than a life in
the local orphanage. She had heard the stories of abuse and neglect, and wanted to protect her
daughter from that kind of future.However, after the reality of living this destitute life had set in,
she couldn’t help but wonder if the stories about the local orphanages were embellished.
Someone wouldn’t hurt a small and defenseless child, would they? Perhaps not having a family
was a small price to pay for a warm bed and a hot meal every day. In an orphanage, Yin Yin
could grow up around other children and she would have a roof over her head each night.
Perhaps Le Ming had been right and the child was born with bad luck. Mei Li only knew that to
see her daughter continually cold and hungry was a torture no mother should have to
endure.That night, as Mei Li cradled Yin Yin’s head in her lap and stroked her daughter’s downy
hair, her thoughts were in turmoil. She tried to quiet her stomach’s rumblings as they huddled in



the doorway of a produce store in a derelict neighborhood. It was not comfortable but it was at
least dry. Being much too cold to sleep, Mei Li concentrated on transferring her body heat to the
little one nestled in her arms. So many thoughts rattled around in her mind that there was no
chance for her to close her eyes and relax.How could she possibly be thinking of abandoning
her own child? How could her husband, a man recognized for his compassion, treat them so
unfairly? Must he believe in the ancient superstitions that his mother pressed on him? Why had
her own family turned her away? What had she done in her previous life to be punished so
severely in this one?As day finally broke across the sky, Mei Li had made up her mind. With her
child wrapped and tied across her back, she began to make the long trek across the city. She
would leave Yin Yin in the park close to the orphanage. If she hurried, there would be many
hours of daylight for her child to be found. She would not leave her in the dark to cry in fear.As
she made her way through the busy streets, Mei Li wept silent tears of bitterness, remorse, and
shame. In the hordes of people who passed her by, no one noticed her distress. She succumbed
to a torrent of tears and sobbed for the loss of her innocence and her marriage, and for the
tragedy her life had become.She continued crying over the betrayal of her parents and the
impending goodbye to her precious child. Between bouts of tears, she wrestled with her
conscience to find forgiveness for what she was about to do. Yin Yin could have a good life, she
argued. She would no longer have to beg or go to sleep with an empty belly. She would not have
to feel the bite of the cold wind through her worn clothing. Mei Li tried to convince herself that
she was giving her child a gift, a second chance at life. She picked up her pace and, her baby
bouncing against her back, hurried toward her destination.At the park, Mei Li was grateful to find
someone’s picnic leftovers poking out of the refuse bin. She found a tree and settled down for a
much-needed meal. As she ate, Mei Li watched every move her daughter made, trying to
memorize every feature of her little face. When Yin Yin had finally eaten her fill and emptied her
bladder, Mei Li laid her down in a pile of leaves for a nap.Thankfully, they had the park to
themselves. As Yin Yin drifted off to sleep, her mother whispered one last fairy tale about a little
lost girl who had found her way to a safe place and lived happily for the rest of her days.Mei Li
took off her coat and used it to cover her child. She gently pressed her lips to Yin Yin’s brow
while her tears fell over the tiny nose. She traced her daughter’s profile and murmured a soft
goodbye. As she disappeared through the stand of trees, a grief so profound struck her that her
heart felt shattered.As Mei Li silently crept away, she knew that a dozen lifetimes could pass, but
she would never recover from this tragedy. Nevertheless, tonight her daughter would have food,
warmth, and shelter. It would be Mei Li’s only solace for years to come.She chose to take the
long way home so that she might better prepare what she would say to her husband. She
wanted him to know how much anguish this decision had caused her and she hoped he would
feel regret for his part in it. However, every word that came to mind was useless to describe the
emptiness in her arms where her child had lain, and she could not banish the picture of the tiny,
dearly loved face. Had Yin Yin been found yet? Would she be safe? Was she crying for her
mother at this moment? These questions and others—forever to remain unanswered—were



agony to Mei Li.As the apartment building came into view, her heart began to pound wildly. What
would she do if he would not take her back? Perhaps he no longer loved her. There was only one
way to clear away the fears that threatened to choke her. She climbed the many stairs and softly
knocked. At the sound of Le Ming’s footsteps, Mei Li lost her nerve and turned to run. Before she
could get to the stairwell, the door swung open and there he stood. His familiar face arrested Mei
Li in her tracks.Le Ming looked startled at the sight of his young wife with her ragged clothes and
tear-stained cheeks. Hesitating only briefly, he held his arms open wide as a gesture of both
apology and forgiveness. Mei Li ran into his arms and they clung to each other tightly. She cried,
heaving with great sobs of sorrow, while Le Ming’s tears were those of relief that she had finally
come home. They both knew they would never discuss the child; the abandoned daughter would
be an unspoken secret between them to the end of their days.Chapter 1JANUARY 12, 2003Two
more months and we will be on a plane to China with oneway tickets in our hands. It does not yet
feel real. My husband, Ben, my daughter, Amanda, and I are excited but also frightened of the
unknown. Ben’s company, which is sending us there, has one manufacturing facility and is
planning another, where Ben will supervise the installation process.It is an enormous change for
a man who has spent his entire life living and working in one small town, but Ben has worked
hard for this promotion. He started on the lines eighteen years ago here in Greyhill, South
Carolina, and has made regular advancements. This promotion to work in China was the
ultimate compliment, even if at first he was rather overwhelmed with the idea.Ben was extremely
surprised that I was open to such an adventure. I am usually the one who likes to stay close to
home. However, when approached about this possible move, I immediately felt it was the Lord’s
way of pushing me to fulfill a dream of helping children. I just never thought He would send me to
China to do it!Before we accepted the offer, I searched the Internet to see if there was an
orphanage listed in Shengxi, the city we were considering. Indeed there was, and the moment
the new manufacturing facility’s site was confirmed, the wheels starting turning inside my brain
about the possibilities for charity work there.It has not been an easy decision; it has been fraught
with a complex array of emotions. We have second-guessed every move we’ve made so far. We
have sold our house and vehicles and put most of our belongings in storage. We have had
cultural training and language classes, which, alas, for the most part, we have not been able to
absorb or retain. Most of our family and friends are skeptics, convinced we will not go through
with it. They should know us better—that kind of attitude has only deepened our resolve. Are we
doing the right thing? We do not know, but we will find out soon enough. Let the adventure
begin.MARCH 7, 2003We have been in China for almost a week. I have gone from exhaustion to
exhilaration and back to total exhaustion. The flight over was torturous—we left our southern
hometown in the wee hours of the morning knowing we wouldn’t arrive in Beijing until twenty-two
hours later. On the plane, Amanda finally fell asleep and slept for eight hours. But for a seven-
year-old child, that much travel was a nightmare. I only slept for small periods at a time. I cried so
much at the airport that my eyes were in no shape to watch the in-flight movies; in any case, I
could hardly concentrate. My thoughts tumbled incessantly between my secure past and



uncertain future.The night before we left, I visited my eldest daughter, Heather, to say goodbye.
Leading up to this day, she had been excited about living with her real father—my ex-husband—
for the first time. Moving into his house was a thrilling time for them both. He and I had divorced
when Heather was three, and though they had maintained a strong relationship, her time with
him had been limited to weekends and holidays. When we made the decision to move to China,
it was her wish to have a chance to live with him full-time. No amount of arguing or begging on
my part would change her rebellious thirteen-year-old mind. Ignoring my many fears, I conceded
to her wishes, with the agreement that after one year she would come to China. She would
spend a year with us there, after which we would all return to the U.S. and she would again live
with Ben, Amanda, and me.When I arrived, she was in her newly decorated bedroom, crying
and refusing to come out. Until that night, she’d clung to her confidence and proclaimed her
independence, but on this last night of goodbyes, the reality of it all had set in. Finally, I joined
her and she hugged me furiously, wailing, “Mama, I don’t want you to leave.” She had regressed
from a cocky thirteen-year-old to a clinging child in a matter of minutes.We both cried and held
on to each other, my heart aching so much that I felt physically ill. At that point, it was far too late
to change our plans, but it was difficult to walk out that door and leave her. As I passed through
their house, her father and stepmother did not try to engage me in conversation; they knew I
would not be able to communicate coherently. Heather had given me a letter to read on the
plane, and I gave her a scrapbook I had created with a sentimental letter hidden in the back. As I
backed out of her father’s driveway, I heaved huge sobs of anguish. When I returned home to
Ben, he looked at my face and said nothing, just held me in his arms. He knew that no words
would alleviate my pain.Leaving the rest of the family was equally emotional. My sister, Lisa,
cried too. I had known this separation would be very difficult for us. As twins, we have shared a
bond never threatened by distance. Both of my sisters, my brother, and I are very close; being
without them is going to be yet another hurdle I will have to overcome. Last night was heavy with
tears; my mother hugged me tightly and retreated to her room to grieve that one of her children
was moving away when for so many years we have all lived so close.The previous day we had
said goodbye to Ben’s family, but somehow it was different; they were more excited than sad for
us. But as Ben hugged his mother one more time, her smile turned to tears and she was at a
loss for words.The next morning, after all the suitcases were loaded, Dad hung his head and
cried. I had never witnessed such emotion in him and it tore at my heart. My stepmother watched
from the porch and I could see her chest heaving with sobs. Once we were able to extract
ourselves from Dad’s embrace, Amanda and I wept all the way to the airport. I worry about him
and Mom so much; they are not yet old, but the years are creeping up fast. The farewells were
more heart-wrenching than I ever imagined they would be, and I felt drained before the voyage
had even started. Ben tried to break the tension by teasing that he was beginning to feel as if he
were kidnapping us.The flights felt endless. After the first twelve hours in the air, I began to feel
numb. After the twenty-hour mark, with only sporadic sleep and with the lingering memories of
leaving my family, I was beyond any fatigue I have ever known. I didn’t care what faced us on the



ground as long as I could get out of that plane and into a bed.Once we’d arrived and
disembarked, we found ourselves amid a sea of people. Bewildered and utterly exhausted, we
let ourselves get swept up in the crowd and ended up in the line for passport control. The
irrational fear of being denied entry into a new country caused my hands to begin trembling.
Adding to the stress, the immigration clerk kept a stony face as he intently studied our passports.
Eventually he stamped everything and allowed us through.Getting through the dreaded customs
gate was easier than we expected. We had thirteen pieces of luggage, which would usually be a
red flag, but amazingly, they waved us on and did not touch anything. We found two porters to
carry our luggage out to the curb, where we waited for the van that would take us to our hotel.On
our ride from the airport to the hotel, we were overwhelmed by the barrage of unfamiliar sights
and smells, chaotic traffic, and wild driving. I became nauseated, while Amanda lay sleeping
with her head in my lap. Ben’s face was set with grim determination as if he were just on the
edge of carsickness. We are accustomed to the measured pace and politeness of small-town
drivers, and this experience was a jolt into the brutal realities of driving in a big, crowded foreign
city. Placing my daughter’s life into the hands of a reckless driver with whom I could not
communicate stretched my nerves to the limit.Arriving in an exhausted daze, we checked into
the hotel and rode the elevator up to the twentieth floor. We dragged our enormous array of
luggage into the room, hoping to fall into a luxurious bed and sleep for days. However, there we
had another jolt of Chinese reality. We were dismayed to find one small bed that would be
impossible for three to share. Frustrated beyond description, we spent close to half an hour
trying to obtain a bigger room. After twenty-two hours of traveling, all we wanted was to close our
eyes. Finally conceding defeat, we came back and squeezed into the tiny bed. We immediately
fell into a restless slumber.The next morning, we showered, ate a disappointing Western
breakfast, then quickly packed up and checked out. We headed to Shengxi and our new hotel,
ready for a battle with the concierge, if necessary. We were determined not to be squeezed into
a single bed for the upcoming weeks.Much to our surprise and relief, we entered a lovely room
with not one but three large beds with fluffy white quilts. We were amazed to discover a separate
sitting room and an extra bathroom. What luxury! And a sharp introduction into the disparities of
life in China. But as soon as we landed on the beds, we discovered they were like solid planks
covered by deceptively lush bedding. By this time, however, we were so tired that we were
beyond caring; at least we could stretch out. We felt as though we could sleep through an entire
week.Chapter 2MARCH 31, 2003We have been in China for one month. Settling in was difficult,
and the SARS situation has begun to cause us some worry. We cannot access news about it on
television, due to the Chinese government’s frequent blocking of CNN, but our families and the
Internet keep us informed. So far the virus has not reached our area, but we are keeping a close
watch.We have decided not to enroll Amanda in school to finish the year. I am giving her math
lessons and writing exercises until next fall. She was already well ahead in her class at home, so
using this time to become accustomed to our new life instead of immediately throwing her into
school feels like a far better choice.While Ben is busy at work all day, I sometimes find myself



bored. Homeschooling helps fill the hours, even though getting my dear daughter to do math is
difficult. I threaten her every day that I am going to enroll her in the international school, but she
knows I am all talk. However, she does understand that come September she will be boarding
the school bus just like all the other kids. I will not tell her, but I really do not look forward to losing
my daily companion. I will have to find more to do to keep busy.I have not yet met anyone who
can grant me access to the orphanage. One woman knows where it is but has only dropped
clothes off at the gate. The guards there apparently do not speak English, and she could not
extract any information from them. I need to do some further investigating and find someone who
knows the system. I am more determined than ever to do this, and I am not giving up on my
dream.Choosing a house last week meant arduous rounds with our relocation company to three
expatriate compounds. We were not expecting to live in anything better than our modest home in
South Carolina, but the choices here are very slim. Because nothing smaller was shown to us,
the house we decided upon was twice the size of our house back home. When we learned the
monthly rent, we understood why foreigners are so welcome here. Ben’s company had to pay an
exorbitant amount to get us into a secure area. Fortunately, only a percentage of the rent will
have to come from our own budget, but we are responsible for the cost of our vehicle, gas, and
any household help. One exception: because the company has a strict policy forbidding their
employees to drive in China, they also cover the salary of our driver.Living in a huge house in a
gated community and having a housekeeper and driver does not represent the luxurious life you
might imagine. The high walls and security guards don’t seem necessary, but having them is a
common practice in expatriate neighborhoods.Our housekeeper, called an ayi (literally “auntie”),
speaks only Chinese in the Sichuan dialect, and I find it awkward having her flutter around me
during the day. Most times I try to disappear when she’s around. However, she’s invaluable to
have for dealing with management on the many household repairs and problems, and once I feel
comfortable on my own, I can easily find a way to cut down her hours to two or three days a
week. Unlike many of the expatriates here, I prefer to cook our meals and even enjoy doing the
laundry. However, because of my long history with back pain, I will admit that ironing and
mopping the floors are chores I gladly turn over to the ayi.Our driver, like many Chinese men,
has little respect for women, and I battle with him incessantly over the temperature, the radio,
and his erratic driving. While Ben is in the car, the driver behaves perfectly, even going as far as
opening my door for me. However, most of the time, it is just me and him in a silent power
struggle that charges the air. Those are the times I long to be back behind the wheel of my own
minivan and queen of my own house. Some of my expatriate friends take to their new, pampered
lives with glee, but for me the lack of independence and privacy is a difficult sacrifice.JUNE 17,
2003Amanda and I have just returned to China after a four-week stay in the States. Ben’s
company had promised that if the SARS situation got serious enough for the international
schools in our area to close, they would get us out of there. Though Amanda is not in school, the
schools’ closings were our signal to leave. On May 16, we saw a news report stating that Beijing
had more than 16,000 people in quarantine. That frightened me and jump-started our corporate



office personnel to arrange our flights.There were never any cases, that we know of, found in our
city, but most of the restaurants and hotels had shut their doors just to be safe. Keeping our
promise to let our driver off on the weekends was hard, considering how difficult it was to find a
taxi during the quarantine. Even locating an open grocery store became increasingly frustrating.
Ben wasn’t permitted to return home with us because the company was in a critical stage of their
start-up process. Amanda and I cried at the airport to think of him having to stay in our big house
all alone. We had only been in China for a few months and I was miserable, but I did not want to
return to “civilization” without my husband.On our flight to the U.S., every person on the plane
voluntarily wore a face mask. Amanda resisted wearing hers, but after I put one on her stuffed
bear, she agreed. When we arrived home, we stayed with my sister Lisa, but could not really
enjoy the visit because we were too worried about Ben. Getting on the plane to return to China
should have been difficult, but knowing that it would take us back to Daddy made it extremely
easy. Once we had assurance from Ben’s company that the SARS epidemic had passed, I was
ready to return and try it again, this time with a better attitude.Chapter 3JULY 7, 2003Today I
started work in one of the larger orphanages in Shengxi, which houses about one hundred and
fifty children. A few days ago, Ben met the husband of Ann, the only volunteer currently working
with the children. He arranged for me to meet Ann at the orphanage at nine this morning.When I
arrived, Ann was not there, so I sat in the office area. For an hour I waited in a hot little room with
three Chinese women staring, laughing, and talking as if I could not understand I was the topic
of conversation! It was very uncomfortable, but I was determined not to show any loss of
composure.Director Yao, one of four directors at this institute, appeared and proceeded to ask
for many pieces of identification: passport, extra picture, resident permit, home card. She spoke
only a little English, so my driver, Mr. Li, stayed on to translate. Finally, Director Yao sat down
beside me and put her arm around me.She said condescendingly, “You are too young. What
qualifications do you have?” To be so desperate for help, they certainly tried to put up barriers for
volunteers. Undaunted, I told her I was not young; I was in my thirties and had two children
myself. I tried not to sound offended as I said, “Look, I just want to help with the children. I want
to do what Ann does here.” I dangled Ann’s name shamelessly; because of her husband’s
frequent donations to the institute, she is graciously accepted.Director Yao gave me application
forms written in Chinese characters, so I had no idea what I was signing. When Ann finally
arrived and explained that I would be coming regularly, Director Yao processed my application.
That was my first experience with the unpredictability and seemingly arbitrary decision making
of Chinese charitable institutions.We proceeded to the children’s ward, passing through a gated
area that included a kitchen, an entertaining hall, and nursing-home buildings for the elderly.
Several very old men in wheelchairs watched with rapt curiosity as we walked by. On the other
side of the buildings, we passed through two unlocked gates that took us into the children’s
area, which comprised two ancient three-story buildings.On our way upstairs to the baby room,
we encountered three classroom/living areas filled with approximately thirty to forty elementary-
age children. I wanted to stop and visit, but we could not take the time—Ann said the staff



needed us to assist in the morning feeding.As we entered the nursery, the tragedy of it all struck
me. The room was actually two open rooms adjoined by a half-wall. On one side were twenty
metal cradles lined up for the bed babies—the ones who could not sit up—and on the other side
were fifteen little wooden toddler beds for the babies seven months and up—those who could
not walk. As soon as they could toddle, they were moved to the next room, called the
Kindergarten Room. As I looked over the babies, I was shocked at the birth defects, disabilities,
and lack of human contact apparent in their listless eyes.Eight babies were lying on the floor’s
hard wooden planks, crying, and Ann scooped one up. The room held approximately twenty-five
babies, and nowhere could I see any toys or diversions to entertain them; nor were there any
coverings or soft padding to make them more comfortable. They just lay in their cribs crying or
stared vacantly at the water-damaged ceiling and filthy walls.Ann is a registered nurse and
immediately began rotating the hip of a baby girl named Jia Jia. Most of the babies had
bedsores on the backs of their heads from lying in the hard cribs all day. Because of the lack of
mobility, they had not developed muscle tone and most could not sit up, roll over, or lift their
heads. I sat down and played with a few babies on the floor before moving on to the younger
infants in the cradles. The lifeless expressions on their faces wrenched at my heart. Looking at
these children, I felt engulfed by a sense of hopelessness. Ann reminded me that I had to be
tough, that it was not about me. It was about giving them a measure of unconditional love before
we had to leave.My resolve not to cry dissolved when I spotted two baby girls sharing a crib.
They were not twins, but only placed together for lack of a free bed. One of them had a cleft lip,
the other was a preemie. They were trembling from head to toe, one crying silent tears, the other
just staring blankly at nothing. I was too afraid to pick them up—they looked so fragile—so I
started gently rubbing their little legs and tiny fingers. I tried to hum soothingly, but it frightened
them, so I stopped.At feeding time, two workers brought out a huge bucket of bottles and placed
rolled-up sheets next to the babies in order to prop the bottles up. Ann and I moved from baby to
baby, holding them with a bottle for a few minutes each. Frequently in their frenzy to suck the
milk, the babies would knock the bottles out of their mouths. Ann said it was important we get
around quickly and reposition those bottles; the babies could not do it themselves and the ayis
did not have time.I came to another cleft baby, who could not get anything out of his bottle. I
spent the next fifteen minutes squeezing drink after drink into his mouth until a worker came and
snatched the bottle out of my hand. The ayis did not appear to understand why we gravitated
toward the handicapped. It was obvious that they ignored the children in need and gave all their
attention to the pretty ones who did not have disabilities.Soon, the room nannies waved us over
to help feed the toddlers. We sat on the floor, with two or three toddlers lying or sitting in front of
us. Each of us took a bowl of rice and began feeding the closest children.With feeding time over,
it was time to ready them for their nap. We stripped down children one after the other, and two
workers came to pick them up and take them to the other room where the industrial-size sink
was located. The children were rinsed off from head to toe and dropped back on a bed or crib
with a clean shirt. It was like an assembly line, with as much coldness and impersonality as that



implies.We moved around frequently because they do not like volunteers showing too much
attention to one baby. The assembly line began again; dressing thirty-plus babies takes a while!
For diapers, we wrapped a thin piece of cloth around the genitals. An added rectangle of plastic
with a rope tied around it supposedly kept the cloth from leaking.While Ann and I worked, we
attempted playing with the babies and teasing them, to give them positive attention and
stimulation. The workers, on the other hand, were in such a hurry to get through their tasks that
how they handled the babies was nothing short of alarming. To pick up a baby, the ayis grabbed
one arm and one leg and held the child away from them like a sideways rag doll. Even the
smallest ones received this treatment!The morning was exhausting, both physically and
emotionally. As Ann and I walked out together, she asked me if I was planning to come back.
Even though the work was hard on my heart, there was no doubt at all in my mind about my
answer. I was hooked—I absolutely loved it. Perhaps I couldn’t change their circumstances, but I
felt I had an abundance of love to give these deprived children. Ann was thrilled—she was
leaving to go Stateside for a month, and she’s relieved I have promised to be there every
Tuesday.As I reflect on the morning, it occurs to me that the two workers in the baby room had
an extremely negative attitude toward us. At the end of our allowed time, one of the workers had
impatiently tapped her watch as if to say, “It’s time for you to go now.” They had stomped around
us and taken every opportunity to act as if what we did and said to the babies was ridiculous. I
know that we have to keep our own attitudes cheerful and realize we are not there to change
everything at once, only to do what we can to make the children’s days brighter. If we try to
change things too fast, they will not let us return. Ann said that has happened with bossy
volunteers in the past, so I will have to be very careful about what I say and do.Before I arrived in
China, Ann was the only foreigner allowed into the orphanage to visit the children. The company
her husband works for contributes regular donations of money and goods, making a close
relationship with the directors possible. Ann sponsors two children who occasionally come home
with her for weekend visits. She told me that years ago a volunteer group was dismissed for
becoming too aggressive and opinionated on how the orphanage should be run. Since that time,
Ann has been visiting the children solo each week to do what she can for them. I was fortunate
she risked her own position and brought me in under her recommendation.JULY 9,
2003Amanda and I went to KFC for lunch today. The fast food we take for granted in America is
a real treat here, but the outing was overwhelming without Ben. When he is with me, the Chinese
men do not stare and follow as much. I know they are curious, but it will take me a while to adjust
to such blatant disregard for personal space. Ordering at the register was not an easy feat. I was
given a picture menu, but even when I pointed at what we wanted, the cashier kept asking
questions I could not understand. Why do they assume a blond, blue-eyed, tall foreign woman
can understand their rapid Chinese? I just stared back in utter confusion.We were finally
successful in getting food and even found a seat in the busy dining area. It is amusing how such
an insignificant event in our home country becomes such a complicated affair here.Ben, on the
other hand, is adjusting well at work. He seems to be learning how to deal with the total chaos



that is big-city China. I still worry about the stress he is under, but I can offer him only limited
help. It has made a big difference getting settled in our new house and having a permanent
place. I know now that I have to get down to business and make this house a home for my family.
I also know that how I adjust will affect Amanda and Ben. Everyone always looks to Mom to see
what is going to happen next, so I have to shape up and make this work, for all of our
sakes.Chapter 4JULY 11, 2003Ann asked me to initiate a new volunteer. She warned me that
Yolanda was very outspoken and flamboyant, and asked if I would caution her about making
derogatory remarks to the staff about the care and treatment of the children. She is worried we
might be banned from our volunteer work if anyone is too judgmental.I met Yolanda at the coffee
shop near the orphanage, and as soon as I saw her, I knew there was going to be trouble. For
one thing, the temperature was supposed to hit about 105 degrees. I was dressed for it in thin
khakis, white T-shirt, and hair up, but not Yolanda. She was Spanish, forty-one years old, and a
fitness fanatic with a body that bespoke long workouts over many years. Yoli (as she instructed
me to call her) was wearing two shirts and a pair of tight silk pants with stiletto heels, her dark
hair a wild mess of curls around her face.Yoli was a fast talker and rapidly took me through her
life story and what had brought her to China. Based on her many anti-American comments, I
figured she was probably disappointed that I was going to be her volunteer partner.Jumping in
when she finally paused for air, I quickly shifted the conversation over to expectations of us at
the orphanage. I tried to convey to her the seriousness of not making a bad impression and not
criticizing the care of the children. I thought I was getting my point across, but I was about to find
out that not much gets through to Yoli.After going through the proper administrative channels, we
made our way to the baby area. As soon as she took one look, she started in with disdain and
attitude. I told her she had to remove her shoes and wear the ones provided, but it was obvious
she resented parting with her deadly weapons. She did so, though, and grudgingly put on the
ragged slippers we all have to wear. The slipper policy is one of the few rules put in place to stop
the spread of outside disease, and one we all strictly obey.For a short while, we enjoyed playing
with the babies, but soon it was feeding time. It was the usual routine; the workers prop the
bottles on sheets and allow the babies to suck for about five minutes, then come and snatch the
bottles away. The babies still appear hungry, so I am not sure why they are not allowed more
milk.Yoli and I took the bottles we were able to hang on to and tried to move around to the babies
who had yet to be fed. One little preemie boy looks like a shriveled-up old man. They never move
him and his head is completely flat on the back from always lying in the same position. He is so
skinny; he looks to weigh not more than four pounds. They had not bothered to give him a bottle,
so I grabbed one and rushed over. I realized why they hadn’t bothered; he was so weak he did
not have the strength to suckle. I spent the next few minutes giving him drinks in small bursts by
squeezing the nipple directly into his mouth.Text copyright © 2008, 2010, Kay BrattAll rights
reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted
in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise,
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precariously from a third-story window . . . a little boy tied to a chair for hours . . . abandoned
children begging for a crust of bread . . . most of us will live our entire lives without witnessing
such blatant cases of emotional or physical child neglect and abuse. Instead, we live in relative
comfort, far removed from such horrors and perhaps feeling we are doing our part to help
suffering children by sending an annual tax-deductible check to some charitable organization.
While this is certainly a worthy undertaking, there is much more that needs to be brought to the
world’s attention and addressed.I used to be one of those people, sympathizing at a distance
with the plight of less-fortunate humans the world over while tending to my own personal dramas
in my middle-class neighborhood in Greyhill, South Carolina.I was perfectly content for my family
to continue its slow crawl toward the American dream—or so I thought. I am not an overly
adventurous woman. My idea of a daring journey is lying on the beach with a thick novel while
protecting my children from the dangers of sunburn.However, fate had other plans for me. Late
in 2002, I learned I would not be lingering in my safe and easy life much longer. When my
husband Ben’s company offered him a management position starting up a manufacturing facility
in a third world country, we were both excited and terrified. Our families thought we had lost our
minds when we accepted and began planning our move to China, a land that then seemed
mysterious and wonderful to us. I always believed God had a plan for us, and I quickly realized
that this could be my chance to do something memorable with my life. Immediately I set three
goals: to learn to speak Mandarin, to volunteer in an orphanage, and to chronicle my time
overseas by keeping a journal.Our lives changed dramatically in 2003, when, after months of
anticipation and preparation, we relocated to Shengxi.1 We embarked on this journey fully
realizing it was going to be an unforgettable experience; we just never bargained for the
adventure to be so fraught with frustration and turmoil. Once we arrived, the culture shock and
isolation we faced were overwhelming. After several weeks, we believed we had made a terrible
mistake by leaving our simple, untroubled lives in America. It was a far more difficult transition
than any of us had anticipated.The often nerve-racking, trying times and sometimes
extraordinary adventures left us emotionally drained. Even after a few months, my family was not
adjusting in the way I had imagined. My young daughter, Amanda, constantly begged to return
to the States, and Ben was struggling with the many cultural differences of managing a Chinese



business.Our commitment of eighteen months began to feel like a prison sentence, and my
family looked to me to make it all better. At the five-month mark, I knew we needed to pull
ourselves out of our mostly self-imposed misery before it turned us against our circumstances
and one another. We had resisted enrolling Amanda in school, but once we did, we realized it
was the best decision for all of us. Among peers, she began to blossom and return to her
extroverted self. A few months later, a little girl moved in to the house next to ours, and she and
Amanda instantly became best friends. Knowing Amanda was adjusting helped Ben and me to
begin to relax and come to grips with our new circumstances.With the help of an expatriate
friend who had contacts with city officials, I was eventually accepted as a volunteer by the local
orphanage. Thrilled and a little frightened, I started out as a hesitant observer, but after
experiencing the shock and horror of finding a tiny baby dead from neglect in her crib, I had to
decide whether I was going to fight this outrage and try to make a difference or turn a blind eye
to protect my delicate position as a foreigner. I left the orphanage that day profoundly
discouraged at the utter disregard for human life, yet filled with an exhilarating sense of purpose
I had never known before.At this crossroads in my life, I saw clearly the challenge placed before
me. I was driven to try to change the lives of these children whose parents had cast them aside
like the day’s garbage. I wanted to transform the often vacant, detached expressions on their
innocent faces to ones of animation, of joy, of life. My new goal became demonstrating to each
child how it felt to be loved and nurtured. I put behind me the memories of my comfortable life in
America and threw myself wholeheartedly into my work at the orphanage and my task of making
Shengxi a real home for our family.Using email correspondence and an expatriate website, I
began to raise community awareness of these helpless children’s miserable existence.
Gradually, I began building the volunteer group, one person at a time. Friends and family
forwarded my weekly email updates to more and more people, and the trickle of donations that
began to arrive helped us to implement many changes at the orphanage. On occasional visits to
the States, I spoke at churches and further broadened our support group. Time passed
imperceptibly quickly, and I was soon busy coordinating the volunteer schedule, surgeries, and
incoming donations.Silent Tears: A Journey of Hope in a Chinese Orphanage is a collection of
my journal entries during my family’s time in China. My memoir shows the vast range of
emotions I faced during our four-year assignment in China. Countless times, I wanted to quit
everything and jump on a plane back to the U.S. Some of the cases of abuse and neglect were
so severe they caused me to spiral downward into depression. However, because of the bonds I
had formed with so many of the children, I simply could not bring myself to walk away. After a
time, I became an expert at hiding the anguish I felt after each death—each entirely preventable
death—of one of our babies. I learned through practice to summon an inner strength and
stoicism that enabled me to push on.Some of the children we nurtured went on to become part
of “forever families” and to live normal, happy lives. Not all were so lucky. The faces of many
children destined to remain in the orphanage—many of whom I deeply loved—return at random
to haunt my days and occasionally my dreams. Often, particularly at the beginning of my



mission, I would come across a child or baby in distress, tears flowing down his or her cheeks,
but unable to utter a sound. I would never fail to be astonished that a child so young could cry so
silently, without movement or expression, while so clearly craving human touch. It was as though
they had given up on the hope of receiving even a moment of comfort or attention to alleviate the
misery of their prisonlike existence. Those memories will linger forever in the corners of my
heart. I titled this memoir Silent Tears as a tribute to the Shengxi orphanage children, now and in
the future.Silent Tears is based on my recollection of events from March 2003 until the summer
of 2007. Some names have been altered, and when dialogue is used, it is based on my recall of
specific conversations.1 All Chinese city names in the book have been changed. I chose not to
reveal the real name of the orphanage or the city to ensure future volunteer efforts would not be
compromised.IntroductionA two-year-old child dangling precariously from a third-story
window . . . a little boy tied to a chair for hours . . . abandoned children begging for a crust of
bread . . . most of us will live our entire lives without witnessing such blatant cases of emotional
or physical child neglect and abuse. Instead, we live in relative comfort, far removed from such
horrors and perhaps feeling we are doing our part to help suffering children by sending an
annual tax-deductible check to some charitable organization. While this is certainly a worthy
undertaking, there is much more that needs to be brought to the world’s attention and
addressed.I used to be one of those people, sympathizing at a distance with the plight of less-
fortunate humans the world over while tending to my own personal dramas in my middle-class
neighborhood in Greyhill, South Carolina.I was perfectly content for my family to continue its
slow crawl toward the American dream—or so I thought. I am not an overly adventurous woman.
My idea of a daring journey is lying on the beach with a thick novel while protecting my children
from the dangers of sunburn.However, fate had other plans for me. Late in 2002, I learned I
would not be lingering in my safe and easy life much longer. When my husband Ben’s company
offered him a management position starting up a manufacturing facility in a third world country,
we were both excited and terrified. Our families thought we had lost our minds when we
accepted and began planning our move to China, a land that then seemed mysterious and
wonderful to us. I always believed God had a plan for us, and I quickly realized that this could be
my chance to do something memorable with my life. Immediately I set three goals: to learn to
speak Mandarin, to volunteer in an orphanage, and to chronicle my time overseas by keeping a
journal.Our lives changed dramatically in 2003, when, after months of anticipation and
preparation, we relocated to Shengxi.1 We embarked on this journey fully realizing it was going
to be an unforgettable experience; we just never bargained for the adventure to be so fraught
with frustration and turmoil. Once we arrived, the culture shock and isolation we faced were
overwhelming. After several weeks, we believed we had made a terrible mistake by leaving our
simple, untroubled lives in America. It was a far more difficult transition than any of us had
anticipated.The often nerve-racking, trying times and sometimes extraordinary adventures left
us emotionally drained. Even after a few months, my family was not adjusting in the way I had
imagined. My young daughter, Amanda, constantly begged to return to the States, and Ben was



struggling with the many cultural differences of managing a Chinese business.Our commitment
of eighteen months began to feel like a prison sentence, and my family looked to me to make it
all better. At the five-month mark, I knew we needed to pull ourselves out of our mostly self-
imposed misery before it turned us against our circumstances and one another. We had resisted
enrolling Amanda in school, but once we did, we realized it was the best decision for all of us.
Among peers, she began to blossom and return to her extroverted self. A few months later, a
little girl moved in to the house next to ours, and she and Amanda instantly became best friends.
Knowing Amanda was adjusting helped Ben and me to begin to relax and come to grips with our
new circumstances.With the help of an expatriate friend who had contacts with city officials, I
was eventually accepted as a volunteer by the local orphanage. Thrilled and a little frightened, I
started out as a hesitant observer, but after experiencing the shock and horror of finding a tiny
baby dead from neglect in her crib, I had to decide whether I was going to fight this outrage and
try to make a difference or turn a blind eye to protect my delicate position as a foreigner. I left the
orphanage that day profoundly discouraged at the utter disregard for human life, yet filled with
an exhilarating sense of purpose I had never known before.At this crossroads in my life, I saw
clearly the challenge placed before me. I was driven to try to change the lives of these children
whose parents had cast them aside like the day’s garbage. I wanted to transform the often
vacant, detached expressions on their innocent faces to ones of animation, of joy, of life. My new
goal became demonstrating to each child how it felt to be loved and nurtured. I put behind me
the memories of my comfortable life in America and threw myself wholeheartedly into my work at
the orphanage and my task of making Shengxi a real home for our family.Using email
correspondence and an expatriate website, I began to raise community awareness of these
helpless children’s miserable existence. Gradually, I began building the volunteer group, one
person at a time. Friends and family forwarded my weekly email updates to more and more
people, and the trickle of donations that began to arrive helped us to implement many changes
at the orphanage. On occasional visits to the States, I spoke at churches and further broadened
our support group. Time passed imperceptibly quickly, and I was soon busy coordinating the
volunteer schedule, surgeries, and incoming donations.Silent Tears: A Journey of Hope in a
Chinese Orphanage is a collection of my journal entries during my family’s time in China. My
memoir shows the vast range of emotions I faced during our four-year assignment in China.
Countless times, I wanted to quit everything and jump on a plane back to the U.S. Some of the
cases of abuse and neglect were so severe they caused me to spiral downward into depression.
However, because of the bonds I had formed with so many of the children, I simply could not
bring myself to walk away. After a time, I became an expert at hiding the anguish I felt after each
death—each entirely preventable death—of one of our babies. I learned through practice to
summon an inner strength and stoicism that enabled me to push on.Some of the children we
nurtured went on to become part of “forever families” and to live normal, happy lives. Not all were
so lucky. The faces of many children destined to remain in the orphanage—many of whom I
deeply loved—return at random to haunt my days and occasionally my dreams. Often,



particularly at the beginning of my mission, I would come across a child or baby in distress, tears
flowing down his or her cheeks, but unable to utter a sound. I would never fail to be astonished
that a child so young could cry so silently, without movement or expression, while so clearly
craving human touch. It was as though they had given up on the hope of receiving even a
moment of comfort or attention to alleviate the misery of their prisonlike existence. Those
memories will linger forever in the corners of my heart. I titled this memoir Silent Tears as a
tribute to the Shengxi orphanage children, now and in the future.Silent Tears is based on my
recollection of events from March 2003 until the summer of 2007. Some names have been
altered, and when dialogue is used, it is based on my recall of specific conversations.1 All
Chinese city names in the book have been changed. I chose not to reveal the real name of the
orphanage or the city to ensure future volunteer efforts would not be compromised.IntroductionA
two-year-old child dangling precariously from a third-story window . . . a little boy tied to a chair
for hours . . . abandoned children begging for a crust of bread . . . most of us will live our entire
lives without witnessing such blatant cases of emotional or physical child neglect and abuse.
Instead, we live in relative comfort, far removed from such horrors and perhaps feeling we are
doing our part to help suffering children by sending an annual tax-deductible check to some
charitable organization. While this is certainly a worthy undertaking, there is much more that
needs to be brought to the world’s attention and addressed.I used to be one of those people,
sympathizing at a distance with the plight of less-fortunate humans the world over while tending
to my own personal dramas in my middle-class neighborhood in Greyhill, South Carolina.I was
perfectly content for my family to continue its slow crawl toward the American dream—or so I
thought. I am not an overly adventurous woman. My idea of a daring journey is lying on the
beach with a thick novel while protecting my children from the dangers of sunburn.However, fate
had other plans for me. Late in 2002, I learned I would not be lingering in my safe and easy life
much longer. When my husband Ben’s company offered him a management position starting up
a manufacturing facility in a third world country, we were both excited and terrified. Our families
thought we had lost our minds when we accepted and began planning our move to China, a land
that then seemed mysterious and wonderful to us. I always believed God had a plan for us, and I
quickly realized that this could be my chance to do something memorable with my life.
Immediately I set three goals: to learn to speak Mandarin, to volunteer in an orphanage, and to
chronicle my time overseas by keeping a journal.Our lives changed dramatically in 2003, when,
after months of anticipation and preparation, we relocated to Shengxi.1 We embarked on this
journey fully realizing it was going to be an unforgettable experience; we just never bargained for
the adventure to be so fraught with frustration and turmoil. Once we arrived, the culture shock
and isolation we faced were overwhelming. After several weeks, we believed we had made a
terrible mistake by leaving our simple, untroubled lives in America. It was a far more difficult
transition than any of us had anticipated.The often nerve-racking, trying times and sometimes
extraordinary adventures left us emotionally drained. Even after a few months, my family was not
adjusting in the way I had imagined. My young daughter, Amanda, constantly begged to return



to the States, and Ben was struggling with the many cultural differences of managing a Chinese
business.Our commitment of eighteen months began to feel like a prison sentence, and my
family looked to me to make it all better. At the five-month mark, I knew we needed to pull
ourselves out of our mostly self-imposed misery before it turned us against our circumstances
and one another. We had resisted enrolling Amanda in school, but once we did, we realized it
was the best decision for all of us. Among peers, she began to blossom and return to her
extroverted self. A few months later, a little girl moved in to the house next to ours, and she and
Amanda instantly became best friends. Knowing Amanda was adjusting helped Ben and me to
begin to relax and come to grips with our new circumstances.With the help of an expatriate
friend who had contacts with city officials, I was eventually accepted as a volunteer by the local
orphanage. Thrilled and a little frightened, I started out as a hesitant observer, but after
experiencing the shock and horror of finding a tiny baby dead from neglect in her crib, I had to
decide whether I was going to fight this outrage and try to make a difference or turn a blind eye
to protect my delicate position as a foreigner. I left the orphanage that day profoundly
discouraged at the utter disregard for human life, yet filled with an exhilarating sense of purpose
I had never known before.At this crossroads in my life, I saw clearly the challenge placed before
me. I was driven to try to change the lives of these children whose parents had cast them aside
like the day’s garbage. I wanted to transform the often vacant, detached expressions on their
innocent faces to ones of animation, of joy, of life. My new goal became demonstrating to each
child how it felt to be loved and nurtured. I put behind me the memories of my comfortable life in
America and threw myself wholeheartedly into my work at the orphanage and my task of making
Shengxi a real home for our family.Using email correspondence and an expatriate website, I
began to raise community awareness of these helpless children’s miserable existence.
Gradually, I began building the volunteer group, one person at a time. Friends and family
forwarded my weekly email updates to more and more people, and the trickle of donations that
began to arrive helped us to implement many changes at the orphanage. On occasional visits to
the States, I spoke at churches and further broadened our support group. Time passed
imperceptibly quickly, and I was soon busy coordinating the volunteer schedule, surgeries, and
incoming donations.Silent Tears: A Journey of Hope in a Chinese Orphanage is a collection of
my journal entries during my family’s time in China. My memoir shows the vast range of
emotions I faced during our four-year assignment in China. Countless times, I wanted to quit
everything and jump on a plane back to the U.S. Some of the cases of abuse and neglect were
so severe they caused me to spiral downward into depression. However, because of the bonds I
had formed with so many of the children, I simply could not bring myself to walk away. After a
time, I became an expert at hiding the anguish I felt after each death—each entirely preventable
death—of one of our babies. I learned through practice to summon an inner strength and
stoicism that enabled me to push on.Some of the children we nurtured went on to become part
of “forever families” and to live normal, happy lives. Not all were so lucky. The faces of many
children destined to remain in the orphanage—many of whom I deeply loved—return at random



to haunt my days and occasionally my dreams. Often, particularly at the beginning of my
mission, I would come across a child or baby in distress, tears flowing down his or her cheeks,
but unable to utter a sound. I would never fail to be astonished that a child so young could cry so
silently, without movement or expression, while so clearly craving human touch. It was as though
they had given up on the hope of receiving even a moment of comfort or attention to alleviate the
misery of their prisonlike existence. Those memories will linger forever in the corners of my
heart. I titled this memoir Silent Tears as a tribute to the Shengxi orphanage children, now and in
the future.Silent Tears is based on my recollection of events from March 2003 until the summer
of 2007. Some names have been altered, and when dialogue is used, it is based on my recall of
specific conversations.1 All Chinese city names in the book have been changed. I chose not to
reveal the real name of the orphanage or the city to ensure future volunteer efforts would not be
compromised.PROLOGUEChild of Regret and SorrowBEIJING, CHINA, 2006Her dainty hands
were numb from too many hours sitting outside under the bridge. The temperature had not risen
with the noontime sun as it usually did. Today’s begging had so far brought her only enough
money to feed the child and not herself. What little effort it took to teach the child to stay put in
her lap and look hungry! But most of the pedestrians were not swayed by the toddler’s
beseeching eyes, and only a few elderly women gave generously to the cup.It had been a day
with too much time for her to contemplate her circumstances and arrival at such a low place in
her life. Several times since this morning, she had daydreamed about how comfortable and
happy she used to be. She remembered her small apartment and the satisfaction of shopping
and cooking for her new husband. But this line of thought was dangerous; it always led to the
painful memories of the birth of her daughter and the drama that had ensued.Mei Li had been a
bright and pretty girl of nineteen when she met her husband. He was studying at the university
and she worked as a server in a Western restaurant. One night he came in with a group of his
foreign friends. When she accidentally spilled soup in his lap, he was compassionate and took
pity on her embarrassment. He did not make a scene and kept the accident quiet. She had been
relieved, for such a mishap could have cost her the job. Jobs for the uneducated were not easy
to come by and her parents desperately needed the additional income this position brought in.
She was thankful that her becoming face was at least beneficial in securing her a job in a
sheltered place, keeping her from the degrading work in the questionable trades offered to most
young women of her background.That evening, as the kind young man left the restaurant, she
longingly wondered if she would ever again meet such a handsome and considerate man. When
Le Ming arrived at her station again the following evening, she was overcome with shyness. After
his meal, he asked her to meet him at a local park and she agreed, knowing that if her parents
were to discover the tryst, she would be reprimanded for such overt conduct.They began a
whirlwind courtship. When their schedules would allow, they spent many hours together flying
kites, walking near the lake, or just sitting and talking of their dreams. She knew she loved him
deeply, and when he proposed marriage, she immediately said yes. Within a year, he had saved
enough money to rent them a small but cozy apartment. They were married and she began her



new life as a wife to an aspiring executive. She kept her job because he had one more year at
the university before he would begin working full-time. The part-time work he did as a sales clerk
in the telephone store did not make enough to meet all of their financial burdens. This did not
trouble her, though, for she knew they would soon be living a much better lifestyle.When Mei Li
discovered she was pregnant, she and her husband were alarmed. It was too soon in their
marriage and they were not prepared. The young couple talked to Le Ming’s parents and were
relieved that they would stand behind them and support them through the first year. His parents
were excited to be expecting a grandson who would carry on the family name.At first, this further
worried Mei Li because she knew that there was a chance she would not have a boy. When she
tried to talk this over with her husband, he assured her that he knew of a doctor who would
perform an illegal ultrasound when it was time, and confirm for them what his heart already
knew: that they would indeed have the coveted son. She convinced herself to put the worry out
of her mind and concentrate on the future and the joy it would bring.In order to save for
upcoming expenses, she began to cut her diet drastically. She would cook meat, rice, and
vegetables for her husband but would eat only rice herself. She was a healthy young woman, so
what harm could that do? The extra pennies she saved would buy their son the many things he
would need that first year.When they were unable to bribe a doctor to do the ultrasound, she
should have known that bad luck was upon them. After much contemplation, they decided male
births were dominant in her husband’s family and thus it would be safe to continue with the
pregnancy.The night of the birth, the grandparents took great care in performing every step
according to custom, in order not to upset the ancestors. Le Ming was their only son and his
child would probably be their only grandchild; they wanted to make sure that nothing went
awry.The birth did not go well. Mei Li labored for close to twenty hours before the doctor finally
anesthetized her and performed a cesarean section. As the gas took effect, she watched her
husband’s eyes and thought of how happy they would soon be.When she awoke, however, it
was to a silent and empty hospital room. She had expected that her baby would be lying next to
her, awaiting his first meal from his mother. A look around the room proved her child was
nowhere in sight. With increasing alarm, she called out for someone to come. Eventually a nurse
entered and, with a frown upon her face, approached the new mother to check her pulse.“Where
is my son?” Mei Li demanded.The nurse briskly walked to the window, raised the blind, and
looked out over the city. The defeated stance of her body indicated she had given this speech
many times.“You did not give birth to a son. You had an unlucky little girl.”As reality set in, Mei Li
became very agitated. “This is not true! Where is my husband and where are his parents?”The
nurse sat on the bed and looked at the young mother. “They have all gone home. Your husband
says you must have done something to cause this tragedy. Your girl child is not normal—she was
born with a deformity.”The room became so quiet that Mei Li could hear her heart pumping
blood. She was shocked to learn that the child was a girl, but to hear she was crippled was
almost too much to absorb.“What do you mean? How is she deformed?”The nurse looked away
once again and said, “Her leg is twisted and unnatural. She will be an outcast. I’m sorry to say,



but your family does not want her.”“I don’t care if they want her or not. She is my child!”The nurse
just shook her head unsympathetically and walked out of the room.When the time came for Mei
Li to leave the hospital with her child, she did so with a heavy heart. She had not had a single
visit from her husband nor anyone else in his family.She had no money to take the bus, so, with
the baby cradled in her arms, she began the long walk home. A slow but steady rain fell and she
feared for the health of her daughter. As she picked up the pace, her mind whirled with the
anticipation of what her husband would say to her.Drenched with rain, she reached her building
and stopped outside to gather her courage. Looking up at the tall building, she tried to pick out
their window. Was he there? Would he be happy to see her, and would he put her mind at ease?
Would he help her care for the baby so she could rest her aching feet?Climbing the many stairs,
she frequently paused to ease the pain from her stitches. With each floor she reached, her
anxiety increased as she prepared what she would say to her beloved husband. She was sad for
letting him down; she knew his heart had been set on having a son. If he would only listen, she
knew she could convince him everything would be all right.She wanted to remind him that these
days in China, many baby girls grew up to be successful women who went on to help support
their parents. Things were changing and they did not have to live according to the old beliefs and
customs that valued a boy so much more than a girl. With the love they had for each other, it was
only natural that they would work through this and make the best of their situation. They would
save their money to find a doctor who could help with their daughter’s disability. She hoped he
would listen and not be swayed by his parents’ abject disapproval.When Mei Li arrived at the
door, she stopped to make sure the baby’s leg was covered. She wanted Le Ming to see the
beauty of his daughter’s face first and not the deformity that might cause a lifetime of worry. She
turned the knob, took a deep breath, and walked into her home. Her initial feeling was that
everything would somehow work out, for she was back in her comfortable, familiar little
apartment. She looked around and saw her husband sitting at the kitchen table with his head in
his hands. Her mother-in-law sat beside him with red-rimmed eyes. It was obvious they had been
grieving. Mei Li could scarcely believe all this was because they did not have a healthy baby boy!
This was not China of twenty years ago—what were they thinking?Her mother-in-law looked up
and with a glare of disgust ordered her out of the apartment. Mei Li felt a shiver of foreboding as
the atmosphere became heavy with hatred.“Le Ming, please don’t let your mother talk to me this
way. Please, look at how beautiful your baby girl is. She has your eyes.”Her husband looked at
her with eyes full of sorrow. “Mei Li, you must go. You and your baby have caused my family very
bad luck. My father died of a heart attack the night she was born. You must leave this house and
never come back.”Mei Li backed away in disbelief. She knew well the ancient belief that the
death of a family member on the same day as the birth of a baby meant the life of that child was
the cause of the death. The deformed leg only added to their certainty that her child was indeed
unlucky.As she turned to leave, the love of her life faltered with his decision and gave her an
ultimatum. She could see the pain in his eyes as he delivered what he knew would be an
unheeded request. There was no question of his love for his young wife, but it could not be



stronger than his loyalty to his mother.“If you get rid of the baby, you can return and we will try to
work this out. Do not bring her back into my house again.”Mei Li cradled her small and innocent
daughter close to her body. She pleaded with Le Ming, but he denied her the comfort of rest,
food, and dry clothing. She was to leave immediately and to take nothing from her husband’s
house. With a last withering look, she shut the door on her previously perfect life and turned to
begin her new destiny.“I will name her Yintong,” she said. The name meant regret and sorrow, so
fitting for this child’s life and all the ripples of dark feelings she had caused.Since that life-
changing day, Mei Li and her daughter had spent many months sleeping in doorways, at train
stations, and under bridges. Autumn had set in and the temperatures sometimes plummeted to
freezing. Their only source of milk, food, and clothing was from begging for small change or
digging through putrid garbage. Many times there was nothing to eat for more than a day, and
both of them had become weak and sickly.Mei Li would never have thought that her life would
come to this. When she used to lay her head on her clean, warm bed in her cozy home, she
never imagined one day—so soon!—she would find herself living in the filth and grime of the
streets, washing in the canals and scrounging from meal to meal. Though she was still young,
the new burden she carried made her feel exhausted and old.The first day after her husband
had forced her departure, she had gone back to her childhood home to seek refuge. Her parents
had reluctantly agreed to give her shelter, but they, too, wanted nothing to do with the
handicapped child. They would take her in only if she would give her baby away. But Mei Li was
not prepared to do this and decided that, for Yin Yin, a life on the streets was better than a life in
the local orphanage. She had heard the stories of abuse and neglect, and wanted to protect her
daughter from that kind of future.However, after the reality of living this destitute life had set in,
she couldn’t help but wonder if the stories about the local orphanages were embellished.
Someone wouldn’t hurt a small and defenseless child, would they? Perhaps not having a family
was a small price to pay for a warm bed and a hot meal every day. In an orphanage, Yin Yin
could grow up around other children and she would have a roof over her head each night.
Perhaps Le Ming had been right and the child was born with bad luck. Mei Li only knew that to
see her daughter continually cold and hungry was a torture no mother should have to
endure.That night, as Mei Li cradled Yin Yin’s head in her lap and stroked her daughter’s downy
hair, her thoughts were in turmoil. She tried to quiet her stomach’s rumblings as they huddled in
the doorway of a produce store in a derelict neighborhood. It was not comfortable but it was at
least dry. Being much too cold to sleep, Mei Li concentrated on transferring her body heat to the
little one nestled in her arms. So many thoughts rattled around in her mind that there was no
chance for her to close her eyes and relax.How could she possibly be thinking of abandoning
her own child? How could her husband, a man recognized for his compassion, treat them so
unfairly? Must he believe in the ancient superstitions that his mother pressed on him? Why had
her own family turned her away? What had she done in her previous life to be punished so
severely in this one?As day finally broke across the sky, Mei Li had made up her mind. With her
child wrapped and tied across her back, she began to make the long trek across the city. She



would leave Yin Yin in the park close to the orphanage. If she hurried, there would be many
hours of daylight for her child to be found. She would not leave her in the dark to cry in fear.As
she made her way through the busy streets, Mei Li wept silent tears of bitterness, remorse, and
shame. In the hordes of people who passed her by, no one noticed her distress. She succumbed
to a torrent of tears and sobbed for the loss of her innocence and her marriage, and for the
tragedy her life had become.She continued crying over the betrayal of her parents and the
impending goodbye to her precious child. Between bouts of tears, she wrestled with her
conscience to find forgiveness for what she was about to do. Yin Yin could have a good life, she
argued. She would no longer have to beg or go to sleep with an empty belly. She would not have
to feel the bite of the cold wind through her worn clothing. Mei Li tried to convince herself that
she was giving her child a gift, a second chance at life. She picked up her pace and, her baby
bouncing against her back, hurried toward her destination.At the park, Mei Li was grateful to find
someone’s picnic leftovers poking out of the refuse bin. She found a tree and settled down for a
much-needed meal. As she ate, Mei Li watched every move her daughter made, trying to
memorize every feature of her little face. When Yin Yin had finally eaten her fill and emptied her
bladder, Mei Li laid her down in a pile of leaves for a nap.Thankfully, they had the park to
themselves. As Yin Yin drifted off to sleep, her mother whispered one last fairy tale about a little
lost girl who had found her way to a safe place and lived happily for the rest of her days.Mei Li
took off her coat and used it to cover her child. She gently pressed her lips to Yin Yin’s brow
while her tears fell over the tiny nose. She traced her daughter’s profile and murmured a soft
goodbye. As she disappeared through the stand of trees, a grief so profound struck her that her
heart felt shattered.As Mei Li silently crept away, she knew that a dozen lifetimes could pass, but
she would never recover from this tragedy. Nevertheless, tonight her daughter would have food,
warmth, and shelter. It would be Mei Li’s only solace for years to come.She chose to take the
long way home so that she might better prepare what she would say to her husband. She
wanted him to know how much anguish this decision had caused her and she hoped he would
feel regret for his part in it. However, every word that came to mind was useless to describe the
emptiness in her arms where her child had lain, and she could not banish the picture of the tiny,
dearly loved face. Had Yin Yin been found yet? Would she be safe? Was she crying for her
mother at this moment? These questions and others—forever to remain unanswered—were
agony to Mei Li.As the apartment building came into view, her heart began to pound wildly. What
would she do if he would not take her back? Perhaps he no longer loved her. There was only one
way to clear away the fears that threatened to choke her. She climbed the many stairs and softly
knocked. At the sound of Le Ming’s footsteps, Mei Li lost her nerve and turned to run. Before she
could get to the stairwell, the door swung open and there he stood. His familiar face arrested Mei
Li in her tracks.Le Ming looked startled at the sight of his young wife with her ragged clothes and
tear-stained cheeks. Hesitating only briefly, he held his arms open wide as a gesture of both
apology and forgiveness. Mei Li ran into his arms and they clung to each other tightly. She cried,
heaving with great sobs of sorrow, while Le Ming’s tears were those of relief that she had finally



come home. They both knew they would never discuss the child; the abandoned daughter would
be an unspoken secret between them to the end of their days.PROLOGUEChild of Regret and
SorrowBEIJING, CHINA, 2006Her dainty hands were numb from too many hours sitting outside
under the bridge. The temperature had not risen with the noontime sun as it usually did. Today’s
begging had so far brought her only enough money to feed the child and not herself. What little
effort it took to teach the child to stay put in her lap and look hungry! But most of the pedestrians
were not swayed by the toddler’s beseeching eyes, and only a few elderly women gave
generously to the cup.It had been a day with too much time for her to contemplate her
circumstances and arrival at such a low place in her life. Several times since this morning, she
had daydreamed about how comfortable and happy she used to be. She remembered her small
apartment and the satisfaction of shopping and cooking for her new husband. But this line of
thought was dangerous; it always led to the painful memories of the birth of her daughter and the
drama that had ensued.Mei Li had been a bright and pretty girl of nineteen when she met her
husband. He was studying at the university and she worked as a server in a Western restaurant.
One night he came in with a group of his foreign friends. When she accidentally spilled soup in
his lap, he was compassionate and took pity on her embarrassment. He did not make a scene
and kept the accident quiet. She had been relieved, for such a mishap could have cost her the
job. Jobs for the uneducated were not easy to come by and her parents desperately needed the
additional income this position brought in. She was thankful that her becoming face was at least
beneficial in securing her a job in a sheltered place, keeping her from the degrading work in the
questionable trades offered to most young women of her background.That evening, as the kind
young man left the restaurant, she longingly wondered if she would ever again meet such a
handsome and considerate man. When Le Ming arrived at her station again the following
evening, she was overcome with shyness. After his meal, he asked her to meet him at a local
park and she agreed, knowing that if her parents were to discover the tryst, she would be
reprimanded for such overt conduct.They began a whirlwind courtship. When their schedules
would allow, they spent many hours together flying kites, walking near the lake, or just sitting and
talking of their dreams. She knew she loved him deeply, and when he proposed marriage, she
immediately said yes. Within a year, he had saved enough money to rent them a small but cozy
apartment. They were married and she began her new life as a wife to an aspiring executive. She
kept her job because he had one more year at the university before he would begin working full-
time. The part-time work he did as a sales clerk in the telephone store did not make enough to
meet all of their financial burdens. This did not trouble her, though, for she knew they would soon
be living a much better lifestyle.When Mei Li discovered she was pregnant, she and her
husband were alarmed. It was too soon in their marriage and they were not prepared. The young
couple talked to Le Ming’s parents and were relieved that they would stand behind them and
support them through the first year. His parents were excited to be expecting a grandson who
would carry on the family name.At first, this further worried Mei Li because she knew that there
was a chance she would not have a boy. When she tried to talk this over with her husband, he



assured her that he knew of a doctor who would perform an illegal ultrasound when it was time,
and confirm for them what his heart already knew: that they would indeed have the coveted son.
She convinced herself to put the worry out of her mind and concentrate on the future and the joy
it would bring.In order to save for upcoming expenses, she began to cut her diet drastically. She
would cook meat, rice, and vegetables for her husband but would eat only rice herself. She was
a healthy young woman, so what harm could that do? The extra pennies she saved would buy
their son the many things he would need that first year.When they were unable to bribe a doctor
to do the ultrasound, she should have known that bad luck was upon them. After much
contemplation, they decided male births were dominant in her husband’s family and thus it
would be safe to continue with the pregnancy.The night of the birth, the grandparents took great
care in performing every step according to custom, in order not to upset the ancestors. Le Ming
was their only son and his child would probably be their only grandchild; they wanted to make
sure that nothing went awry.The birth did not go well. Mei Li labored for close to twenty hours
before the doctor finally anesthetized her and performed a cesarean section. As the gas took
effect, she watched her husband’s eyes and thought of how happy they would soon be.When
she awoke, however, it was to a silent and empty hospital room. She had expected that her baby
would be lying next to her, awaiting his first meal from his mother. A look around the room proved
her child was nowhere in sight. With increasing alarm, she called out for someone to come.
Eventually a nurse entered and, with a frown upon her face, approached the new mother to
check her pulse.“Where is my son?” Mei Li demanded.The nurse briskly walked to the window,
raised the blind, and looked out over the city. The defeated stance of her body indicated she had
given this speech many times.“You did not give birth to a son. You had an unlucky little girl.”As
reality set in, Mei Li became very agitated. “This is not true! Where is my husband and where are
his parents?”The nurse sat on the bed and looked at the young mother. “They have all gone
home. Your husband says you must have done something to cause this tragedy. Your girl child is
not normal—she was born with a deformity.”The room became so quiet that Mei Li could hear
her heart pumping blood. She was shocked to learn that the child was a girl, but to hear she was
crippled was almost too much to absorb.“What do you mean? How is she deformed?”The nurse
looked away once again and said, “Her leg is twisted and unnatural. She will be an outcast. I’m
sorry to say, but your family does not want her.”“I don’t care if they want her or not. She is my
child!”The nurse just shook her head unsympathetically and walked out of the room.When the
time came for Mei Li to leave the hospital with her child, she did so with a heavy heart. She had
not had a single visit from her husband nor anyone else in his family.She had no money to take
the bus, so, with the baby cradled in her arms, she began the long walk home. A slow but steady
rain fell and she feared for the health of her daughter. As she picked up the pace, her mind
whirled with the anticipation of what her husband would say to her.Drenched with rain, she
reached her building and stopped outside to gather her courage. Looking up at the tall building,
she tried to pick out their window. Was he there? Would he be happy to see her, and would he
put her mind at ease? Would he help her care for the baby so she could rest her aching feet?



Climbing the many stairs, she frequently paused to ease the pain from her stitches. With each
floor she reached, her anxiety increased as she prepared what she would say to her beloved
husband. She was sad for letting him down; she knew his heart had been set on having a son. If
he would only listen, she knew she could convince him everything would be all right.She wanted
to remind him that these days in China, many baby girls grew up to be successful women who
went on to help support their parents. Things were changing and they did not have to live
according to the old beliefs and customs that valued a boy so much more than a girl. With the
love they had for each other, it was only natural that they would work through this and make the
best of their situation. They would save their money to find a doctor who could help with their
daughter’s disability. She hoped he would listen and not be swayed by his parents’ abject
disapproval.When Mei Li arrived at the door, she stopped to make sure the baby’s leg was
covered. She wanted Le Ming to see the beauty of his daughter’s face first and not the deformity
that might cause a lifetime of worry. She turned the knob, took a deep breath, and walked into
her home. Her initial feeling was that everything would somehow work out, for she was back in
her comfortable, familiar little apartment. She looked around and saw her husband sitting at the
kitchen table with his head in his hands. Her mother-in-law sat beside him with red-rimmed eyes.
It was obvious they had been grieving. Mei Li could scarcely believe all this was because they
did not have a healthy baby boy! This was not China of twenty years ago—what were they
thinking?Her mother-in-law looked up and with a glare of disgust ordered her out of the
apartment. Mei Li felt a shiver of foreboding as the atmosphere became heavy with hatred.“Le
Ming, please don’t let your mother talk to me this way. Please, look at how beautiful your baby
girl is. She has your eyes.”Her husband looked at her with eyes full of sorrow. “Mei Li, you must
go. You and your baby have caused my family very bad luck. My father died of a heart attack the
night she was born. You must leave this house and never come back.”Mei Li backed away in
disbelief. She knew well the ancient belief that the death of a family member on the same day as
the birth of a baby meant the life of that child was the cause of the death. The deformed leg only
added to their certainty that her child was indeed unlucky.As she turned to leave, the love of her
life faltered with his decision and gave her an ultimatum. She could see the pain in his eyes as
he delivered what he knew would be an unheeded request. There was no question of his love for
his young wife, but it could not be stronger than his loyalty to his mother.“If you get rid of the
baby, you can return and we will try to work this out. Do not bring her back into my house
again.”Mei Li cradled her small and innocent daughter close to her body. She pleaded with Le
Ming, but he denied her the comfort of rest, food, and dry clothing. She was to leave immediately
and to take nothing from her husband’s house. With a last withering look, she shut the door on
her previously perfect life and turned to begin her new destiny.“I will name her Yintong,” she said.
The name meant regret and sorrow, so fitting for this child’s life and all the ripples of dark
feelings she had caused.Since that life-changing day, Mei Li and her daughter had spent many
months sleeping in doorways, at train stations, and under bridges. Autumn had set in and the
temperatures sometimes plummeted to freezing. Their only source of milk, food, and clothing



was from begging for small change or digging through putrid garbage. Many times there was
nothing to eat for more than a day, and both of them had become weak and sickly.Mei Li would
never have thought that her life would come to this. When she used to lay her head on her clean,
warm bed in her cozy home, she never imagined one day—so soon!—she would find herself
living in the filth and grime of the streets, washing in the canals and scrounging from meal to
meal. Though she was still young, the new burden she carried made her feel exhausted and
old.The first day after her husband had forced her departure, she had gone back to her
childhood home to seek refuge. Her parents had reluctantly agreed to give her shelter, but they,
too, wanted nothing to do with the handicapped child. They would take her in only if she would
give her baby away. But Mei Li was not prepared to do this and decided that, for Yin Yin, a life on
the streets was better than a life in the local orphanage. She had heard the stories of abuse and
neglect, and wanted to protect her daughter from that kind of future.However, after the reality of
living this destitute life had set in, she couldn’t help but wonder if the stories about the local
orphanages were embellished. Someone wouldn’t hurt a small and defenseless child, would
they? Perhaps not having a family was a small price to pay for a warm bed and a hot meal every
day. In an orphanage, Yin Yin could grow up around other children and she would have a roof
over her head each night. Perhaps Le Ming had been right and the child was born with bad luck.
Mei Li only knew that to see her daughter continually cold and hungry was a torture no mother
should have to endure.That night, as Mei Li cradled Yin Yin’s head in her lap and stroked her
daughter’s downy hair, her thoughts were in turmoil. She tried to quiet her stomach’s rumblings
as they huddled in the doorway of a produce store in a derelict neighborhood. It was not
comfortable but it was at least dry. Being much too cold to sleep, Mei Li concentrated on
transferring her body heat to the little one nestled in her arms. So many thoughts rattled around
in her mind that there was no chance for her to close her eyes and relax.How could she possibly
be thinking of abandoning her own child? How could her husband, a man recognized for his
compassion, treat them so unfairly? Must he believe in the ancient superstitions that his mother
pressed on him? Why had her own family turned her away? What had she done in her previous
life to be punished so severely in this one?As day finally broke across the sky, Mei Li had made
up her mind. With her child wrapped and tied across her back, she began to make the long trek
across the city. She would leave Yin Yin in the park close to the orphanage. If she hurried, there
would be many hours of daylight for her child to be found. She would not leave her in the dark to
cry in fear.As she made her way through the busy streets, Mei Li wept silent tears of bitterness,
remorse, and shame. In the hordes of people who passed her by, no one noticed her distress.
She succumbed to a torrent of tears and sobbed for the loss of her innocence and her marriage,
and for the tragedy her life had become.She continued crying over the betrayal of her parents
and the impending goodbye to her precious child. Between bouts of tears, she wrestled with her
conscience to find forgiveness for what she was about to do. Yin Yin could have a good life, she
argued. She would no longer have to beg or go to sleep with an empty belly. She would not have
to feel the bite of the cold wind through her worn clothing. Mei Li tried to convince herself that



she was giving her child a gift, a second chance at life. She picked up her pace and, her baby
bouncing against her back, hurried toward her destination.At the park, Mei Li was grateful to find
someone’s picnic leftovers poking out of the refuse bin. She found a tree and settled down for a
much-needed meal. As she ate, Mei Li watched every move her daughter made, trying to
memorize every feature of her little face. When Yin Yin had finally eaten her fill and emptied her
bladder, Mei Li laid her down in a pile of leaves for a nap.Thankfully, they had the park to
themselves. As Yin Yin drifted off to sleep, her mother whispered one last fairy tale about a little
lost girl who had found her way to a safe place and lived happily for the rest of her days.Mei Li
took off her coat and used it to cover her child. She gently pressed her lips to Yin Yin’s brow
while her tears fell over the tiny nose. She traced her daughter’s profile and murmured a soft
goodbye. As she disappeared through the stand of trees, a grief so profound struck her that her
heart felt shattered.As Mei Li silently crept away, she knew that a dozen lifetimes could pass, but
she would never recover from this tragedy. Nevertheless, tonight her daughter would have food,
warmth, and shelter. It would be Mei Li’s only solace for years to come.She chose to take the
long way home so that she might better prepare what she would say to her husband. She
wanted him to know how much anguish this decision had caused her and she hoped he would
feel regret for his part in it. However, every word that came to mind was useless to describe the
emptiness in her arms where her child had lain, and she could not banish the picture of the tiny,
dearly loved face. Had Yin Yin been found yet? Would she be safe? Was she crying for her
mother at this moment? These questions and others—forever to remain unanswered—were
agony to Mei Li.As the apartment building came into view, her heart began to pound wildly. What
would she do if he would not take her back? Perhaps he no longer loved her. There was only one
way to clear away the fears that threatened to choke her. She climbed the many stairs and softly
knocked. At the sound of Le Ming’s footsteps, Mei Li lost her nerve and turned to run. Before she
could get to the stairwell, the door swung open and there he stood. His familiar face arrested Mei
Li in her tracks.Le Ming looked startled at the sight of his young wife with her ragged clothes and
tear-stained cheeks. Hesitating only briefly, he held his arms open wide as a gesture of both
apology and forgiveness. Mei Li ran into his arms and they clung to each other tightly. She cried,
heaving with great sobs of sorrow, while Le Ming’s tears were those of relief that she had finally
come home. They both knew they would never discuss the child; the abandoned daughter would
be an unspoken secret between them to the end of their days.PROLOGUEChild of Regret and
SorrowBEIJING, CHINA, 2006Her dainty hands were numb from too many hours sitting outside
under the bridge. The temperature had not risen with the noontime sun as it usually did. Today’s
begging had so far brought her only enough money to feed the child and not herself. What little
effort it took to teach the child to stay put in her lap and look hungry! But most of the pedestrians
were not swayed by the toddler’s beseeching eyes, and only a few elderly women gave
generously to the cup.It had been a day with too much time for her to contemplate her
circumstances and arrival at such a low place in her life. Several times since this morning, she
had daydreamed about how comfortable and happy she used to be. She remembered her small



apartment and the satisfaction of shopping and cooking for her new husband. But this line of
thought was dangerous; it always led to the painful memories of the birth of her daughter and the
drama that had ensued.Mei Li had been a bright and pretty girl of nineteen when she met her
husband. He was studying at the university and she worked as a server in a Western restaurant.
One night he came in with a group of his foreign friends. When she accidentally spilled soup in
his lap, he was compassionate and took pity on her embarrassment. He did not make a scene
and kept the accident quiet. She had been relieved, for such a mishap could have cost her the
job. Jobs for the uneducated were not easy to come by and her parents desperately needed the
additional income this position brought in. She was thankful that her becoming face was at least
beneficial in securing her a job in a sheltered place, keeping her from the degrading work in the
questionable trades offered to most young women of her background.That evening, as the kind
young man left the restaurant, she longingly wondered if she would ever again meet such a
handsome and considerate man. When Le Ming arrived at her station again the following
evening, she was overcome with shyness. After his meal, he asked her to meet him at a local
park and she agreed, knowing that if her parents were to discover the tryst, she would be
reprimanded for such overt conduct.They began a whirlwind courtship. When their schedules
would allow, they spent many hours together flying kites, walking near the lake, or just sitting and
talking of their dreams. She knew she loved him deeply, and when he proposed marriage, she
immediately said yes. Within a year, he had saved enough money to rent them a small but cozy
apartment. They were married and she began her new life as a wife to an aspiring executive. She
kept her job because he had one more year at the university before he would begin working full-
time. The part-time work he did as a sales clerk in the telephone store did not make enough to
meet all of their financial burdens. This did not trouble her, though, for she knew they would soon
be living a much better lifestyle.When Mei Li discovered she was pregnant, she and her
husband were alarmed. It was too soon in their marriage and they were not prepared. The young
couple talked to Le Ming’s parents and were relieved that they would stand behind them and
support them through the first year. His parents were excited to be expecting a grandson who
would carry on the family name.At first, this further worried Mei Li because she knew that there
was a chance she would not have a boy. When she tried to talk this over with her husband, he
assured her that he knew of a doctor who would perform an illegal ultrasound when it was time,
and confirm for them what his heart already knew: that they would indeed have the coveted son.
She convinced herself to put the worry out of her mind and concentrate on the future and the joy
it would bring.In order to save for upcoming expenses, she began to cut her diet drastically. She
would cook meat, rice, and vegetables for her husband but would eat only rice herself. She was
a healthy young woman, so what harm could that do? The extra pennies she saved would buy
their son the many things he would need that first year.When they were unable to bribe a doctor
to do the ultrasound, she should have known that bad luck was upon them. After much
contemplation, they decided male births were dominant in her husband’s family and thus it
would be safe to continue with the pregnancy.The night of the birth, the grandparents took great



care in performing every step according to custom, in order not to upset the ancestors. Le Ming
was their only son and his child would probably be their only grandchild; they wanted to make
sure that nothing went awry.The birth did not go well. Mei Li labored for close to twenty hours
before the doctor finally anesthetized her and performed a cesarean section. As the gas took
effect, she watched her husband’s eyes and thought of how happy they would soon be.When
she awoke, however, it was to a silent and empty hospital room. She had expected that her baby
would be lying next to her, awaiting his first meal from his mother. A look around the room proved
her child was nowhere in sight. With increasing alarm, she called out for someone to come.
Eventually a nurse entered and, with a frown upon her face, approached the new mother to
check her pulse.“Where is my son?” Mei Li demanded.The nurse briskly walked to the window,
raised the blind, and looked out over the city. The defeated stance of her body indicated she had
given this speech many times.“You did not give birth to a son. You had an unlucky little girl.”As
reality set in, Mei Li became very agitated. “This is not true! Where is my husband and where are
his parents?”The nurse sat on the bed and looked at the young mother. “They have all gone
home. Your husband says you must have done something to cause this tragedy. Your girl child is
not normal—she was born with a deformity.”The room became so quiet that Mei Li could hear
her heart pumping blood. She was shocked to learn that the child was a girl, but to hear she was
crippled was almost too much to absorb.“What do you mean? How is she deformed?”The nurse
looked away once again and said, “Her leg is twisted and unnatural. She will be an outcast. I’m
sorry to say, but your family does not want her.”“I don’t care if they want her or not. She is my
child!”The nurse just shook her head unsympathetically and walked out of the room.When the
time came for Mei Li to leave the hospital with her child, she did so with a heavy heart. She had
not had a single visit from her husband nor anyone else in his family.She had no money to take
the bus, so, with the baby cradled in her arms, she began the long walk home. A slow but steady
rain fell and she feared for the health of her daughter. As she picked up the pace, her mind
whirled with the anticipation of what her husband would say to her.Drenched with rain, she
reached her building and stopped outside to gather her courage. Looking up at the tall building,
she tried to pick out their window. Was he there? Would he be happy to see her, and would he
put her mind at ease? Would he help her care for the baby so she could rest her aching feet?
Climbing the many stairs, she frequently paused to ease the pain from her stitches. With each
floor she reached, her anxiety increased as she prepared what she would say to her beloved
husband. She was sad for letting him down; she knew his heart had been set on having a son. If
he would only listen, she knew she could convince him everything would be all right.She wanted
to remind him that these days in China, many baby girls grew up to be successful women who
went on to help support their parents. Things were changing and they did not have to live
according to the old beliefs and customs that valued a boy so much more than a girl. With the
love they had for each other, it was only natural that they would work through this and make the
best of their situation. They would save their money to find a doctor who could help with their
daughter’s disability. She hoped he would listen and not be swayed by his parents’ abject



disapproval.When Mei Li arrived at the door, she stopped to make sure the baby’s leg was
covered. She wanted Le Ming to see the beauty of his daughter’s face first and not the deformity
that might cause a lifetime of worry. She turned the knob, took a deep breath, and walked into
her home. Her initial feeling was that everything would somehow work out, for she was back in
her comfortable, familiar little apartment. She looked around and saw her husband sitting at the
kitchen table with his head in his hands. Her mother-in-law sat beside him with red-rimmed eyes.
It was obvious they had been grieving. Mei Li could scarcely believe all this was because they
did not have a healthy baby boy! This was not China of twenty years ago—what were they
thinking?Her mother-in-law looked up and with a glare of disgust ordered her out of the
apartment. Mei Li felt a shiver of foreboding as the atmosphere became heavy with hatred.“Le
Ming, please don’t let your mother talk to me this way. Please, look at how beautiful your baby
girl is. She has your eyes.”Her husband looked at her with eyes full of sorrow. “Mei Li, you must
go. You and your baby have caused my family very bad luck. My father died of a heart attack the
night she was born. You must leave this house and never come back.”Mei Li backed away in
disbelief. She knew well the ancient belief that the death of a family member on the same day as
the birth of a baby meant the life of that child was the cause of the death. The deformed leg only
added to their certainty that her child was indeed unlucky.As she turned to leave, the love of her
life faltered with his decision and gave her an ultimatum. She could see the pain in his eyes as
he delivered what he knew would be an unheeded request. There was no question of his love for
his young wife, but it could not be stronger than his loyalty to his mother.“If you get rid of the
baby, you can return and we will try to work this out. Do not bring her back into my house
again.”Mei Li cradled her small and innocent daughter close to her body. She pleaded with Le
Ming, but he denied her the comfort of rest, food, and dry clothing. She was to leave immediately
and to take nothing from her husband’s house. With a last withering look, she shut the door on
her previously perfect life and turned to begin her new destiny.“I will name her Yintong,” she said.
The name meant regret and sorrow, so fitting for this child’s life and all the ripples of dark
feelings she had caused.Since that life-changing day, Mei Li and her daughter had spent many
months sleeping in doorways, at train stations, and under bridges. Autumn had set in and the
temperatures sometimes plummeted to freezing. Their only source of milk, food, and clothing
was from begging for small change or digging through putrid garbage. Many times there was
nothing to eat for more than a day, and both of them had become weak and sickly.Mei Li would
never have thought that her life would come to this. When she used to lay her head on her clean,
warm bed in her cozy home, she never imagined one day—so soon!—she would find herself
living in the filth and grime of the streets, washing in the canals and scrounging from meal to
meal. Though she was still young, the new burden she carried made her feel exhausted and
old.The first day after her husband had forced her departure, she had gone back to her
childhood home to seek refuge. Her parents had reluctantly agreed to give her shelter, but they,
too, wanted nothing to do with the handicapped child. They would take her in only if she would
give her baby away. But Mei Li was not prepared to do this and decided that, for Yin Yin, a life on



the streets was better than a life in the local orphanage. She had heard the stories of abuse and
neglect, and wanted to protect her daughter from that kind of future.However, after the reality of
living this destitute life had set in, she couldn’t help but wonder if the stories about the local
orphanages were embellished. Someone wouldn’t hurt a small and defenseless child, would
they? Perhaps not having a family was a small price to pay for a warm bed and a hot meal every
day. In an orphanage, Yin Yin could grow up around other children and she would have a roof
over her head each night. Perhaps Le Ming had been right and the child was born with bad luck.
Mei Li only knew that to see her daughter continually cold and hungry was a torture no mother
should have to endure.That night, as Mei Li cradled Yin Yin’s head in her lap and stroked her
daughter’s downy hair, her thoughts were in turmoil. She tried to quiet her stomach’s rumblings
as they huddled in the doorway of a produce store in a derelict neighborhood. It was not
comfortable but it was at least dry. Being much too cold to sleep, Mei Li concentrated on
transferring her body heat to the little one nestled in her arms. So many thoughts rattled around
in her mind that there was no chance for her to close her eyes and relax.How could she possibly
be thinking of abandoning her own child? How could her husband, a man recognized for his
compassion, treat them so unfairly? Must he believe in the ancient superstitions that his mother
pressed on him? Why had her own family turned her away? What had she done in her previous
life to be punished so severely in this one?As day finally broke across the sky, Mei Li had made
up her mind. With her child wrapped and tied across her back, she began to make the long trek
across the city. She would leave Yin Yin in the park close to the orphanage. If she hurried, there
would be many hours of daylight for her child to be found. She would not leave her in the dark to
cry in fear.As she made her way through the busy streets, Mei Li wept silent tears of bitterness,
remorse, and shame. In the hordes of people who passed her by, no one noticed her distress.
She succumbed to a torrent of tears and sobbed for the loss of her innocence and her marriage,
and for the tragedy her life had become.She continued crying over the betrayal of her parents
and the impending goodbye to her precious child. Between bouts of tears, she wrestled with her
conscience to find forgiveness for what she was about to do. Yin Yin could have a good life, she
argued. She would no longer have to beg or go to sleep with an empty belly. She would not have
to feel the bite of the cold wind through her worn clothing. Mei Li tried to convince herself that
she was giving her child a gift, a second chance at life. She picked up her pace and, her baby
bouncing against her back, hurried toward her destination.At the park, Mei Li was grateful to find
someone’s picnic leftovers poking out of the refuse bin. She found a tree and settled down for a
much-needed meal. As she ate, Mei Li watched every move her daughter made, trying to
memorize every feature of her little face. When Yin Yin had finally eaten her fill and emptied her
bladder, Mei Li laid her down in a pile of leaves for a nap.Thankfully, they had the park to
themselves. As Yin Yin drifted off to sleep, her mother whispered one last fairy tale about a little
lost girl who had found her way to a safe place and lived happily for the rest of her days.Mei Li
took off her coat and used it to cover her child. She gently pressed her lips to Yin Yin’s brow
while her tears fell over the tiny nose. She traced her daughter’s profile and murmured a soft



goodbye. As she disappeared through the stand of trees, a grief so profound struck her that her
heart felt shattered.As Mei Li silently crept away, she knew that a dozen lifetimes could pass, but
she would never recover from this tragedy. Nevertheless, tonight her daughter would have food,
warmth, and shelter. It would be Mei Li’s only solace for years to come.She chose to take the
long way home so that she might better prepare what she would say to her husband. She
wanted him to know how much anguish this decision had caused her and she hoped he would
feel regret for his part in it. However, every word that came to mind was useless to describe the
emptiness in her arms where her child had lain, and she could not banish the picture of the tiny,
dearly loved face. Had Yin Yin been found yet? Would she be safe? Was she crying for her
mother at this moment? These questions and others—forever to remain unanswered—were
agony to Mei Li.As the apartment building came into view, her heart began to pound wildly. What
would she do if he would not take her back? Perhaps he no longer loved her. There was only one
way to clear away the fears that threatened to choke her. She climbed the many stairs and softly
knocked. At the sound of Le Ming’s footsteps, Mei Li lost her nerve and turned to run. Before she
could get to the stairwell, the door swung open and there he stood. His familiar face arrested Mei
Li in her tracks.Le Ming looked startled at the sight of his young wife with her ragged clothes and
tear-stained cheeks. Hesitating only briefly, he held his arms open wide as a gesture of both
apology and forgiveness. Mei Li ran into his arms and they clung to each other tightly. She cried,
heaving with great sobs of sorrow, while Le Ming’s tears were those of relief that she had finally
come home. They both knew they would never discuss the child; the abandoned daughter would
be an unspoken secret between them to the end of their days.Chapter 1JANUARY 12, 2003Two
more months and we will be on a plane to China with oneway tickets in our hands. It does not yet
feel real. My husband, Ben, my daughter, Amanda, and I are excited but also frightened of the
unknown. Ben’s company, which is sending us there, has one manufacturing facility and is
planning another, where Ben will supervise the installation process.It is an enormous change for
a man who has spent his entire life living and working in one small town, but Ben has worked
hard for this promotion. He started on the lines eighteen years ago here in Greyhill, South
Carolina, and has made regular advancements. This promotion to work in China was the
ultimate compliment, even if at first he was rather overwhelmed with the idea.Ben was extremely
surprised that I was open to such an adventure. I am usually the one who likes to stay close to
home. However, when approached about this possible move, I immediately felt it was the Lord’s
way of pushing me to fulfill a dream of helping children. I just never thought He would send me to
China to do it!Before we accepted the offer, I searched the Internet to see if there was an
orphanage listed in Shengxi, the city we were considering. Indeed there was, and the moment
the new manufacturing facility’s site was confirmed, the wheels starting turning inside my brain
about the possibilities for charity work there.It has not been an easy decision; it has been fraught
with a complex array of emotions. We have second-guessed every move we’ve made so far. We
have sold our house and vehicles and put most of our belongings in storage. We have had
cultural training and language classes, which, alas, for the most part, we have not been able to



absorb or retain. Most of our family and friends are skeptics, convinced we will not go through
with it. They should know us better—that kind of attitude has only deepened our resolve. Are we
doing the right thing? We do not know, but we will find out soon enough. Let the adventure
begin.MARCH 7, 2003We have been in China for almost a week. I have gone from exhaustion to
exhilaration and back to total exhaustion. The flight over was torturous—we left our southern
hometown in the wee hours of the morning knowing we wouldn’t arrive in Beijing until twenty-two
hours later. On the plane, Amanda finally fell asleep and slept for eight hours. But for a seven-
year-old child, that much travel was a nightmare. I only slept for small periods at a time. I cried so
much at the airport that my eyes were in no shape to watch the in-flight movies; in any case, I
could hardly concentrate. My thoughts tumbled incessantly between my secure past and
uncertain future.The night before we left, I visited my eldest daughter, Heather, to say goodbye.
Leading up to this day, she had been excited about living with her real father—my ex-husband—
for the first time. Moving into his house was a thrilling time for them both. He and I had divorced
when Heather was three, and though they had maintained a strong relationship, her time with
him had been limited to weekends and holidays. When we made the decision to move to China,
it was her wish to have a chance to live with him full-time. No amount of arguing or begging on
my part would change her rebellious thirteen-year-old mind. Ignoring my many fears, I conceded
to her wishes, with the agreement that after one year she would come to China. She would
spend a year with us there, after which we would all return to the U.S. and she would again live
with Ben, Amanda, and me.When I arrived, she was in her newly decorated bedroom, crying
and refusing to come out. Until that night, she’d clung to her confidence and proclaimed her
independence, but on this last night of goodbyes, the reality of it all had set in. Finally, I joined
her and she hugged me furiously, wailing, “Mama, I don’t want you to leave.” She had regressed
from a cocky thirteen-year-old to a clinging child in a matter of minutes.We both cried and held
on to each other, my heart aching so much that I felt physically ill. At that point, it was far too late
to change our plans, but it was difficult to walk out that door and leave her. As I passed through
their house, her father and stepmother did not try to engage me in conversation; they knew I
would not be able to communicate coherently. Heather had given me a letter to read on the
plane, and I gave her a scrapbook I had created with a sentimental letter hidden in the back. As I
backed out of her father’s driveway, I heaved huge sobs of anguish. When I returned home to
Ben, he looked at my face and said nothing, just held me in his arms. He knew that no words
would alleviate my pain.Leaving the rest of the family was equally emotional. My sister, Lisa,
cried too. I had known this separation would be very difficult for us. As twins, we have shared a
bond never threatened by distance. Both of my sisters, my brother, and I are very close; being
without them is going to be yet another hurdle I will have to overcome. Last night was heavy with
tears; my mother hugged me tightly and retreated to her room to grieve that one of her children
was moving away when for so many years we have all lived so close.The previous day we had
said goodbye to Ben’s family, but somehow it was different; they were more excited than sad for
us. But as Ben hugged his mother one more time, her smile turned to tears and she was at a



loss for words.The next morning, after all the suitcases were loaded, Dad hung his head and
cried. I had never witnessed such emotion in him and it tore at my heart. My stepmother watched
from the porch and I could see her chest heaving with sobs. Once we were able to extract
ourselves from Dad’s embrace, Amanda and I wept all the way to the airport. I worry about him
and Mom so much; they are not yet old, but the years are creeping up fast. The farewells were
more heart-wrenching than I ever imagined they would be, and I felt drained before the voyage
had even started. Ben tried to break the tension by teasing that he was beginning to feel as if he
were kidnapping us.The flights felt endless. After the first twelve hours in the air, I began to feel
numb. After the twenty-hour mark, with only sporadic sleep and with the lingering memories of
leaving my family, I was beyond any fatigue I have ever known. I didn’t care what faced us on the
ground as long as I could get out of that plane and into a bed.Once we’d arrived and
disembarked, we found ourselves amid a sea of people. Bewildered and utterly exhausted, we
let ourselves get swept up in the crowd and ended up in the line for passport control. The
irrational fear of being denied entry into a new country caused my hands to begin trembling.
Adding to the stress, the immigration clerk kept a stony face as he intently studied our passports.
Eventually he stamped everything and allowed us through.Getting through the dreaded customs
gate was easier than we expected. We had thirteen pieces of luggage, which would usually be a
red flag, but amazingly, they waved us on and did not touch anything. We found two porters to
carry our luggage out to the curb, where we waited for the van that would take us to our hotel.On
our ride from the airport to the hotel, we were overwhelmed by the barrage of unfamiliar sights
and smells, chaotic traffic, and wild driving. I became nauseated, while Amanda lay sleeping
with her head in my lap. Ben’s face was set with grim determination as if he were just on the
edge of carsickness. We are accustomed to the measured pace and politeness of small-town
drivers, and this experience was a jolt into the brutal realities of driving in a big, crowded foreign
city. Placing my daughter’s life into the hands of a reckless driver with whom I could not
communicate stretched my nerves to the limit.Arriving in an exhausted daze, we checked into
the hotel and rode the elevator up to the twentieth floor. We dragged our enormous array of
luggage into the room, hoping to fall into a luxurious bed and sleep for days. However, there we
had another jolt of Chinese reality. We were dismayed to find one small bed that would be
impossible for three to share. Frustrated beyond description, we spent close to half an hour
trying to obtain a bigger room. After twenty-two hours of traveling, all we wanted was to close our
eyes. Finally conceding defeat, we came back and squeezed into the tiny bed. We immediately
fell into a restless slumber.The next morning, we showered, ate a disappointing Western
breakfast, then quickly packed up and checked out. We headed to Shengxi and our new hotel,
ready for a battle with the concierge, if necessary. We were determined not to be squeezed into
a single bed for the upcoming weeks.Much to our surprise and relief, we entered a lovely room
with not one but three large beds with fluffy white quilts. We were amazed to discover a separate
sitting room and an extra bathroom. What luxury! And a sharp introduction into the disparities of
life in China. But as soon as we landed on the beds, we discovered they were like solid planks



covered by deceptively lush bedding. By this time, however, we were so tired that we were
beyond caring; at least we could stretch out. We felt as though we could sleep through an entire
week.Chapter 1JANUARY 12, 2003Two more months and we will be on a plane to China with
oneway tickets in our hands. It does not yet feel real. My husband, Ben, my daughter, Amanda,
and I are excited but also frightened of the unknown. Ben’s company, which is sending us there,
has one manufacturing facility and is planning another, where Ben will supervise the installation
process.It is an enormous change for a man who has spent his entire life living and working in
one small town, but Ben has worked hard for this promotion. He started on the lines eighteen
years ago here in Greyhill, South Carolina, and has made regular advancements. This promotion
to work in China was the ultimate compliment, even if at first he was rather overwhelmed with the
idea.Ben was extremely surprised that I was open to such an adventure. I am usually the one
who likes to stay close to home. However, when approached about this possible move, I
immediately felt it was the Lord’s way of pushing me to fulfill a dream of helping children. I just
never thought He would send me to China to do it!Before we accepted the offer, I searched the
Internet to see if there was an orphanage listed in Shengxi, the city we were considering. Indeed
there was, and the moment the new manufacturing facility’s site was confirmed, the wheels
starting turning inside my brain about the possibilities for charity work there.It has not been an
easy decision; it has been fraught with a complex array of emotions. We have second-guessed
every move we’ve made so far. We have sold our house and vehicles and put most of our
belongings in storage. We have had cultural training and language classes, which, alas, for the
most part, we have not been able to absorb or retain. Most of our family and friends are skeptics,
convinced we will not go through with it. They should know us better—that kind of attitude has
only deepened our resolve. Are we doing the right thing? We do not know, but we will find out
soon enough. Let the adventure begin.MARCH 7, 2003We have been in China for almost a
week. I have gone from exhaustion to exhilaration and back to total exhaustion. The flight over
was torturous—we left our southern hometown in the wee hours of the morning knowing we
wouldn’t arrive in Beijing until twenty-two hours later. On the plane, Amanda finally fell asleep
and slept for eight hours. But for a seven-year-old child, that much travel was a nightmare. I only
slept for small periods at a time. I cried so much at the airport that my eyes were in no shape to
watch the in-flight movies; in any case, I could hardly concentrate. My thoughts tumbled
incessantly between my secure past and uncertain future.The night before we left, I visited my
eldest daughter, Heather, to say goodbye. Leading up to this day, she had been excited about
living with her real father—my ex-husband—for the first time. Moving into his house was a
thrilling time for them both. He and I had divorced when Heather was three, and though they had
maintained a strong relationship, her time with him had been limited to weekends and holidays.
When we made the decision to move to China, it was her wish to have a chance to live with him
full-time. No amount of arguing or begging on my part would change her rebellious thirteen-year-
old mind. Ignoring my many fears, I conceded to her wishes, with the agreement that after one
year she would come to China. She would spend a year with us there, after which we would all



return to the U.S. and she would again live with Ben, Amanda, and me.When I arrived, she was
in her newly decorated bedroom, crying and refusing to come out. Until that night, she’d clung to
her confidence and proclaimed her independence, but on this last night of goodbyes, the reality
of it all had set in. Finally, I joined her and she hugged me furiously, wailing, “Mama, I don’t want
you to leave.” She had regressed from a cocky thirteen-year-old to a clinging child in a matter of
minutes.We both cried and held on to each other, my heart aching so much that I felt physically
ill. At that point, it was far too late to change our plans, but it was difficult to walk out that door
and leave her. As I passed through their house, her father and stepmother did not try to engage
me in conversation; they knew I would not be able to communicate coherently. Heather had
given me a letter to read on the plane, and I gave her a scrapbook I had created with a
sentimental letter hidden in the back. As I backed out of her father’s driveway, I heaved huge
sobs of anguish. When I returned home to Ben, he looked at my face and said nothing, just held
me in his arms. He knew that no words would alleviate my pain.Leaving the rest of the family was
equally emotional. My sister, Lisa, cried too. I had known this separation would be very difficult
for us. As twins, we have shared a bond never threatened by distance. Both of my sisters, my
brother, and I are very close; being without them is going to be yet another hurdle I will have to
overcome. Last night was heavy with tears; my mother hugged me tightly and retreated to her
room to grieve that one of her children was moving away when for so many years we have all
lived so close.The previous day we had said goodbye to Ben’s family, but somehow it was
different; they were more excited than sad for us. But as Ben hugged his mother one more time,
her smile turned to tears and she was at a loss for words.The next morning, after all the
suitcases were loaded, Dad hung his head and cried. I had never witnessed such emotion in him
and it tore at my heart. My stepmother watched from the porch and I could see her chest
heaving with sobs. Once we were able to extract ourselves from Dad’s embrace, Amanda and I
wept all the way to the airport. I worry about him and Mom so much; they are not yet old, but the
years are creeping up fast. The farewells were more heart-wrenching than I ever imagined they
would be, and I felt drained before the voyage had even started. Ben tried to break the tension
by teasing that he was beginning to feel as if he were kidnapping us.The flights felt endless. After
the first twelve hours in the air, I began to feel numb. After the twenty-hour mark, with only
sporadic sleep and with the lingering memories of leaving my family, I was beyond any fatigue I
have ever known. I didn’t care what faced us on the ground as long as I could get out of that
plane and into a bed.Once we’d arrived and disembarked, we found ourselves amid a sea of
people. Bewildered and utterly exhausted, we let ourselves get swept up in the crowd and ended
up in the line for passport control. The irrational fear of being denied entry into a new country
caused my hands to begin trembling. Adding to the stress, the immigration clerk kept a stony
face as he intently studied our passports. Eventually he stamped everything and allowed us
through.Getting through the dreaded customs gate was easier than we expected. We had
thirteen pieces of luggage, which would usually be a red flag, but amazingly, they waved us on
and did not touch anything. We found two porters to carry our luggage out to the curb, where we



waited for the van that would take us to our hotel.On our ride from the airport to the hotel, we
were overwhelmed by the barrage of unfamiliar sights and smells, chaotic traffic, and wild
driving. I became nauseated, while Amanda lay sleeping with her head in my lap. Ben’s face was
set with grim determination as if he were just on the edge of carsickness. We are accustomed to
the measured pace and politeness of small-town drivers, and this experience was a jolt into the
brutal realities of driving in a big, crowded foreign city. Placing my daughter’s life into the hands
of a reckless driver with whom I could not communicate stretched my nerves to the limit.Arriving
in an exhausted daze, we checked into the hotel and rode the elevator up to the twentieth floor.
We dragged our enormous array of luggage into the room, hoping to fall into a luxurious bed and
sleep for days. However, there we had another jolt of Chinese reality. We were dismayed to find
one small bed that would be impossible for three to share. Frustrated beyond description, we
spent close to half an hour trying to obtain a bigger room. After twenty-two hours of traveling, all
we wanted was to close our eyes. Finally conceding defeat, we came back and squeezed into
the tiny bed. We immediately fell into a restless slumber.The next morning, we showered, ate a
disappointing Western breakfast, then quickly packed up and checked out. We headed to
Shengxi and our new hotel, ready for a battle with the concierge, if necessary. We were
determined not to be squeezed into a single bed for the upcoming weeks.Much to our surprise
and relief, we entered a lovely room with not one but three large beds with fluffy white quilts. We
were amazed to discover a separate sitting room and an extra bathroom. What luxury! And a
sharp introduction into the disparities of life in China. But as soon as we landed on the beds, we
discovered they were like solid planks covered by deceptively lush bedding. By this time,
however, we were so tired that we were beyond caring; at least we could stretch out. We felt as
though we could sleep through an entire week.Chapter 1JANUARY 12, 2003Two more months
and we will be on a plane to China with oneway tickets in our hands. It does not yet feel real. My
husband, Ben, my daughter, Amanda, and I are excited but also frightened of the unknown.
Ben’s company, which is sending us there, has one manufacturing facility and is planning
another, where Ben will supervise the installation process.It is an enormous change for a man
who has spent his entire life living and working in one small town, but Ben has worked hard for
this promotion. He started on the lines eighteen years ago here in Greyhill, South Carolina, and
has made regular advancements. This promotion to work in China was the ultimate compliment,
even if at first he was rather overwhelmed with the idea.Ben was extremely surprised that I was
open to such an adventure. I am usually the one who likes to stay close to home. However, when
approached about this possible move, I immediately felt it was the Lord’s way of pushing me to
fulfill a dream of helping children. I just never thought He would send me to China to do it!Before
we accepted the offer, I searched the Internet to see if there was an orphanage listed in Shengxi,
the city we were considering. Indeed there was, and the moment the new manufacturing facility’s
site was confirmed, the wheels starting turning inside my brain about the possibilities for charity
work there.It has not been an easy decision; it has been fraught with a complex array of
emotions. We have second-guessed every move we’ve made so far. We have sold our house



and vehicles and put most of our belongings in storage. We have had cultural training and
language classes, which, alas, for the most part, we have not been able to absorb or retain. Most
of our family and friends are skeptics, convinced we will not go through with it. They should know
us better—that kind of attitude has only deepened our resolve. Are we doing the right thing? We
do not know, but we will find out soon enough. Let the adventure begin.MARCH 7, 2003We have
been in China for almost a week. I have gone from exhaustion to exhilaration and back to total
exhaustion. The flight over was torturous—we left our southern hometown in the wee hours of
the morning knowing we wouldn’t arrive in Beijing until twenty-two hours later. On the plane,
Amanda finally fell asleep and slept for eight hours. But for a seven-year-old child, that much
travel was a nightmare. I only slept for small periods at a time. I cried so much at the airport that
my eyes were in no shape to watch the in-flight movies; in any case, I could hardly concentrate.
My thoughts tumbled incessantly between my secure past and uncertain future.The night before
we left, I visited my eldest daughter, Heather, to say goodbye. Leading up to this day, she had
been excited about living with her real father—my ex-husband—for the first time. Moving into his
house was a thrilling time for them both. He and I had divorced when Heather was three, and
though they had maintained a strong relationship, her time with him had been limited to
weekends and holidays. When we made the decision to move to China, it was her wish to have a
chance to live with him full-time. No amount of arguing or begging on my part would change her
rebellious thirteen-year-old mind. Ignoring my many fears, I conceded to her wishes, with the
agreement that after one year she would come to China. She would spend a year with us there,
after which we would all return to the U.S. and she would again live with Ben, Amanda, and
me.When I arrived, she was in her newly decorated bedroom, crying and refusing to come out.
Until that night, she’d clung to her confidence and proclaimed her independence, but on this last
night of goodbyes, the reality of it all had set in. Finally, I joined her and she hugged me furiously,
wailing, “Mama, I don’t want you to leave.” She had regressed from a cocky thirteen-year-old to a
clinging child in a matter of minutes.We both cried and held on to each other, my heart aching so
much that I felt physically ill. At that point, it was far too late to change our plans, but it was
difficult to walk out that door and leave her. As I passed through their house, her father and
stepmother did not try to engage me in conversation; they knew I would not be able to
communicate coherently. Heather had given me a letter to read on the plane, and I gave her a
scrapbook I had created with a sentimental letter hidden in the back. As I backed out of her
father’s driveway, I heaved huge sobs of anguish. When I returned home to Ben, he looked at my
face and said nothing, just held me in his arms. He knew that no words would alleviate my
pain.Leaving the rest of the family was equally emotional. My sister, Lisa, cried too. I had known
this separation would be very difficult for us. As twins, we have shared a bond never threatened
by distance. Both of my sisters, my brother, and I are very close; being without them is going to
be yet another hurdle I will have to overcome. Last night was heavy with tears; my mother
hugged me tightly and retreated to her room to grieve that one of her children was moving away
when for so many years we have all lived so close.The previous day we had said goodbye to



Ben’s family, but somehow it was different; they were more excited than sad for us. But as Ben
hugged his mother one more time, her smile turned to tears and she was at a loss for words.The
next morning, after all the suitcases were loaded, Dad hung his head and cried. I had never
witnessed such emotion in him and it tore at my heart. My stepmother watched from the porch
and I could see her chest heaving with sobs. Once we were able to extract ourselves from Dad’s
embrace, Amanda and I wept all the way to the airport. I worry about him and Mom so much;
they are not yet old, but the years are creeping up fast. The farewells were more heart-wrenching
than I ever imagined they would be, and I felt drained before the voyage had even started. Ben
tried to break the tension by teasing that he was beginning to feel as if he were kidnapping
us.The flights felt endless. After the first twelve hours in the air, I began to feel numb. After the
twenty-hour mark, with only sporadic sleep and with the lingering memories of leaving my family,
I was beyond any fatigue I have ever known. I didn’t care what faced us on the ground as long as
I could get out of that plane and into a bed.Once we’d arrived and disembarked, we found
ourselves amid a sea of people. Bewildered and utterly exhausted, we let ourselves get swept
up in the crowd and ended up in the line for passport control. The irrational fear of being denied
entry into a new country caused my hands to begin trembling. Adding to the stress, the
immigration clerk kept a stony face as he intently studied our passports. Eventually he stamped
everything and allowed us through.Getting through the dreaded customs gate was easier than
we expected. We had thirteen pieces of luggage, which would usually be a red flag, but
amazingly, they waved us on and did not touch anything. We found two porters to carry our
luggage out to the curb, where we waited for the van that would take us to our hotel.On our ride
from the airport to the hotel, we were overwhelmed by the barrage of unfamiliar sights and
smells, chaotic traffic, and wild driving. I became nauseated, while Amanda lay sleeping with her
head in my lap. Ben’s face was set with grim determination as if he were just on the edge of
carsickness. We are accustomed to the measured pace and politeness of small-town drivers,
and this experience was a jolt into the brutal realities of driving in a big, crowded foreign city.
Placing my daughter’s life into the hands of a reckless driver with whom I could not communicate
stretched my nerves to the limit.Arriving in an exhausted daze, we checked into the hotel and
rode the elevator up to the twentieth floor. We dragged our enormous array of luggage into the
room, hoping to fall into a luxurious bed and sleep for days. However, there we had another jolt
of Chinese reality. We were dismayed to find one small bed that would be impossible for three to
share. Frustrated beyond description, we spent close to half an hour trying to obtain a bigger
room. After twenty-two hours of traveling, all we wanted was to close our eyes. Finally conceding
defeat, we came back and squeezed into the tiny bed. We immediately fell into a restless
slumber.The next morning, we showered, ate a disappointing Western breakfast, then quickly
packed up and checked out. We headed to Shengxi and our new hotel, ready for a battle with
the concierge, if necessary. We were determined not to be squeezed into a single bed for the
upcoming weeks.Much to our surprise and relief, we entered a lovely room with not one but
three large beds with fluffy white quilts. We were amazed to discover a separate sitting room and



an extra bathroom. What luxury! And a sharp introduction into the disparities of life in China. But
as soon as we landed on the beds, we discovered they were like solid planks covered by
deceptively lush bedding. By this time, however, we were so tired that we were beyond caring; at
least we could stretch out. We felt as though we could sleep through an entire week.Chapter
2MARCH 31, 2003We have been in China for one month. Settling in was difficult, and the SARS
situation has begun to cause us some worry. We cannot access news about it on television, due
to the Chinese government’s frequent blocking of CNN, but our families and the Internet keep us
informed. So far the virus has not reached our area, but we are keeping a close watch.We have
decided not to enroll Amanda in school to finish the year. I am giving her math lessons and
writing exercises until next fall. She was already well ahead in her class at home, so using this
time to become accustomed to our new life instead of immediately throwing her into school feels
like a far better choice.While Ben is busy at work all day, I sometimes find myself bored.
Homeschooling helps fill the hours, even though getting my dear daughter to do math is difficult.
I threaten her every day that I am going to enroll her in the international school, but she knows I
am all talk. However, she does understand that come September she will be boarding the school
bus just like all the other kids. I will not tell her, but I really do not look forward to losing my daily
companion. I will have to find more to do to keep busy.I have not yet met anyone who can grant
me access to the orphanage. One woman knows where it is but has only dropped clothes off at
the gate. The guards there apparently do not speak English, and she could not extract any
information from them. I need to do some further investigating and find someone who knows the
system. I am more determined than ever to do this, and I am not giving up on my
dream.Choosing a house last week meant arduous rounds with our relocation company to three
expatriate compounds. We were not expecting to live in anything better than our modest home in
South Carolina, but the choices here are very slim. Because nothing smaller was shown to us,
the house we decided upon was twice the size of our house back home. When we learned the
monthly rent, we understood why foreigners are so welcome here. Ben’s company had to pay an
exorbitant amount to get us into a secure area. Fortunately, only a percentage of the rent will
have to come from our own budget, but we are responsible for the cost of our vehicle, gas, and
any household help. One exception: because the company has a strict policy forbidding their
employees to drive in China, they also cover the salary of our driver.Living in a huge house in a
gated community and having a housekeeper and driver does not represent the luxurious life you
might imagine. The high walls and security guards don’t seem necessary, but having them is a
common practice in expatriate neighborhoods.Our housekeeper, called an ayi (literally “auntie”),
speaks only Chinese in the Sichuan dialect, and I find it awkward having her flutter around me
during the day. Most times I try to disappear when she’s around. However, she’s invaluable to
have for dealing with management on the many household repairs and problems, and once I feel
comfortable on my own, I can easily find a way to cut down her hours to two or three days a
week. Unlike many of the expatriates here, I prefer to cook our meals and even enjoy doing the
laundry. However, because of my long history with back pain, I will admit that ironing and



mopping the floors are chores I gladly turn over to the ayi.Our driver, like many Chinese men,
has little respect for women, and I battle with him incessantly over the temperature, the radio,
and his erratic driving. While Ben is in the car, the driver behaves perfectly, even going as far as
opening my door for me. However, most of the time, it is just me and him in a silent power
struggle that charges the air. Those are the times I long to be back behind the wheel of my own
minivan and queen of my own house. Some of my expatriate friends take to their new, pampered
lives with glee, but for me the lack of independence and privacy is a difficult sacrifice.JUNE 17,
2003Amanda and I have just returned to China after a four-week stay in the States. Ben’s
company had promised that if the SARS situation got serious enough for the international
schools in our area to close, they would get us out of there. Though Amanda is not in school, the
schools’ closings were our signal to leave. On May 16, we saw a news report stating that Beijing
had more than 16,000 people in quarantine. That frightened me and jump-started our corporate
office personnel to arrange our flights.There were never any cases, that we know of, found in our
city, but most of the restaurants and hotels had shut their doors just to be safe. Keeping our
promise to let our driver off on the weekends was hard, considering how difficult it was to find a
taxi during the quarantine. Even locating an open grocery store became increasingly frustrating.
Ben wasn’t permitted to return home with us because the company was in a critical stage of their
start-up process. Amanda and I cried at the airport to think of him having to stay in our big house
all alone. We had only been in China for a few months and I was miserable, but I did not want to
return to “civilization” without my husband.On our flight to the U.S., every person on the plane
voluntarily wore a face mask. Amanda resisted wearing hers, but after I put one on her stuffed
bear, she agreed. When we arrived home, we stayed with my sister Lisa, but could not really
enjoy the visit because we were too worried about Ben. Getting on the plane to return to China
should have been difficult, but knowing that it would take us back to Daddy made it extremely
easy. Once we had assurance from Ben’s company that the SARS epidemic had passed, I was
ready to return and try it again, this time with a better attitude.Chapter 2MARCH 31, 2003We
have been in China for one month. Settling in was difficult, and the SARS situation has begun to
cause us some worry. We cannot access news about it on television, due to the Chinese
government’s frequent blocking of CNN, but our families and the Internet keep us informed. So
far the virus has not reached our area, but we are keeping a close watch.We have decided not to
enroll Amanda in school to finish the year. I am giving her math lessons and writing exercises
until next fall. She was already well ahead in her class at home, so using this time to become
accustomed to our new life instead of immediately throwing her into school feels like a far better
choice.While Ben is busy at work all day, I sometimes find myself bored. Homeschooling helps
fill the hours, even though getting my dear daughter to do math is difficult. I threaten her every
day that I am going to enroll her in the international school, but she knows I am all talk. However,
she does understand that come September she will be boarding the school bus just like all the
other kids. I will not tell her, but I really do not look forward to losing my daily companion. I will
have to find more to do to keep busy.I have not yet met anyone who can grant me access to the



orphanage. One woman knows where it is but has only dropped clothes off at the gate. The
guards there apparently do not speak English, and she could not extract any information from
them. I need to do some further investigating and find someone who knows the system. I am
more determined than ever to do this, and I am not giving up on my dream.Choosing a house
last week meant arduous rounds with our relocation company to three expatriate compounds.
We were not expecting to live in anything better than our modest home in South Carolina, but the
choices here are very slim. Because nothing smaller was shown to us, the house we decided
upon was twice the size of our house back home. When we learned the monthly rent, we
understood why foreigners are so welcome here. Ben’s company had to pay an exorbitant
amount to get us into a secure area. Fortunately, only a percentage of the rent will have to come
from our own budget, but we are responsible for the cost of our vehicle, gas, and any household
help. One exception: because the company has a strict policy forbidding their employees to drive
in China, they also cover the salary of our driver.Living in a huge house in a gated community
and having a housekeeper and driver does not represent the luxurious life you might imagine.
The high walls and security guards don’t seem necessary, but having them is a common
practice in expatriate neighborhoods.Our housekeeper, called an ayi (literally “auntie”), speaks
only Chinese in the Sichuan dialect, and I find it awkward having her flutter around me during the
day. Most times I try to disappear when she’s around. However, she’s invaluable to have for
dealing with management on the many household repairs and problems, and once I feel
comfortable on my own, I can easily find a way to cut down her hours to two or three days a
week. Unlike many of the expatriates here, I prefer to cook our meals and even enjoy doing the
laundry. However, because of my long history with back pain, I will admit that ironing and
mopping the floors are chores I gladly turn over to the ayi.Our driver, like many Chinese men,
has little respect for women, and I battle with him incessantly over the temperature, the radio,
and his erratic driving. While Ben is in the car, the driver behaves perfectly, even going as far as
opening my door for me. However, most of the time, it is just me and him in a silent power
struggle that charges the air. Those are the times I long to be back behind the wheel of my own
minivan and queen of my own house. Some of my expatriate friends take to their new, pampered
lives with glee, but for me the lack of independence and privacy is a difficult sacrifice.JUNE 17,
2003Amanda and I have just returned to China after a four-week stay in the States. Ben’s
company had promised that if the SARS situation got serious enough for the international
schools in our area to close, they would get us out of there. Though Amanda is not in school, the
schools’ closings were our signal to leave. On May 16, we saw a news report stating that Beijing
had more than 16,000 people in quarantine. That frightened me and jump-started our corporate
office personnel to arrange our flights.There were never any cases, that we know of, found in our
city, but most of the restaurants and hotels had shut their doors just to be safe. Keeping our
promise to let our driver off on the weekends was hard, considering how difficult it was to find a
taxi during the quarantine. Even locating an open grocery store became increasingly frustrating.
Ben wasn’t permitted to return home with us because the company was in a critical stage of their



start-up process. Amanda and I cried at the airport to think of him having to stay in our big house
all alone. We had only been in China for a few months and I was miserable, but I did not want to
return to “civilization” without my husband.On our flight to the U.S., every person on the plane
voluntarily wore a face mask. Amanda resisted wearing hers, but after I put one on her stuffed
bear, she agreed. When we arrived home, we stayed with my sister Lisa, but could not really
enjoy the visit because we were too worried about Ben. Getting on the plane to return to China
should have been difficult, but knowing that it would take us back to Daddy made it extremely
easy. Once we had assurance from Ben’s company that the SARS epidemic had passed, I was
ready to return and try it again, this time with a better attitude.Chapter 2MARCH 31, 2003We
have been in China for one month. Settling in was difficult, and the SARS situation has begun to
cause us some worry. We cannot access news about it on television, due to the Chinese
government’s frequent blocking of CNN, but our families and the Internet keep us informed. So
far the virus has not reached our area, but we are keeping a close watch.We have decided not to
enroll Amanda in school to finish the year. I am giving her math lessons and writing exercises
until next fall. She was already well ahead in her class at home, so using this time to become
accustomed to our new life instead of immediately throwing her into school feels like a far better
choice.While Ben is busy at work all day, I sometimes find myself bored. Homeschooling helps
fill the hours, even though getting my dear daughter to do math is difficult. I threaten her every
day that I am going to enroll her in the international school, but she knows I am all talk. However,
she does understand that come September she will be boarding the school bus just like all the
other kids. I will not tell her, but I really do not look forward to losing my daily companion. I will
have to find more to do to keep busy.I have not yet met anyone who can grant me access to the
orphanage. One woman knows where it is but has only dropped clothes off at the gate. The
guards there apparently do not speak English, and she could not extract any information from
them. I need to do some further investigating and find someone who knows the system. I am
more determined than ever to do this, and I am not giving up on my dream.Choosing a house
last week meant arduous rounds with our relocation company to three expatriate compounds.
We were not expecting to live in anything better than our modest home in South Carolina, but the
choices here are very slim. Because nothing smaller was shown to us, the house we decided
upon was twice the size of our house back home. When we learned the monthly rent, we
understood why foreigners are so welcome here. Ben’s company had to pay an exorbitant
amount to get us into a secure area. Fortunately, only a percentage of the rent will have to come
from our own budget, but we are responsible for the cost of our vehicle, gas, and any household
help. One exception: because the company has a strict policy forbidding their employees to drive
in China, they also cover the salary of our driver.Living in a huge house in a gated community
and having a housekeeper and driver does not represent the luxurious life you might imagine.
The high walls and security guards don’t seem necessary, but having them is a common
practice in expatriate neighborhoods.Our housekeeper, called an ayi (literally “auntie”), speaks
only Chinese in the Sichuan dialect, and I find it awkward having her flutter around me during the



day. Most times I try to disappear when she’s around. However, she’s invaluable to have for
dealing with management on the many household repairs and problems, and once I feel
comfortable on my own, I can easily find a way to cut down her hours to two or three days a
week. Unlike many of the expatriates here, I prefer to cook our meals and even enjoy doing the
laundry. However, because of my long history with back pain, I will admit that ironing and
mopping the floors are chores I gladly turn over to the ayi.Our driver, like many Chinese men,
has little respect for women, and I battle with him incessantly over the temperature, the radio,
and his erratic driving. While Ben is in the car, the driver behaves perfectly, even going as far as
opening my door for me. However, most of the time, it is just me and him in a silent power
struggle that charges the air. Those are the times I long to be back behind the wheel of my own
minivan and queen of my own house. Some of my expatriate friends take to their new, pampered
lives with glee, but for me the lack of independence and privacy is a difficult sacrifice.JUNE 17,
2003Amanda and I have just returned to China after a four-week stay in the States. Ben’s
company had promised that if the SARS situation got serious enough for the international
schools in our area to close, they would get us out of there. Though Amanda is not in school, the
schools’ closings were our signal to leave. On May 16, we saw a news report stating that Beijing
had more than 16,000 people in quarantine. That frightened me and jump-started our corporate
office personnel to arrange our flights.There were never any cases, that we know of, found in our
city, but most of the restaurants and hotels had shut their doors just to be safe. Keeping our
promise to let our driver off on the weekends was hard, considering how difficult it was to find a
taxi during the quarantine. Even locating an open grocery store became increasingly frustrating.
Ben wasn’t permitted to return home with us because the company was in a critical stage of their
start-up process. Amanda and I cried at the airport to think of him having to stay in our big house
all alone. We had only been in China for a few months and I was miserable, but I did not want to
return to “civilization” without my husband.On our flight to the U.S., every person on the plane
voluntarily wore a face mask. Amanda resisted wearing hers, but after I put one on her stuffed
bear, she agreed. When we arrived home, we stayed with my sister Lisa, but could not really
enjoy the visit because we were too worried about Ben. Getting on the plane to return to China
should have been difficult, but knowing that it would take us back to Daddy made it extremely
easy. Once we had assurance from Ben’s company that the SARS epidemic had passed, I was
ready to return and try it again, this time with a better attitude.Chapter 3JULY 7, 2003Today I
started work in one of the larger orphanages in Shengxi, which houses about one hundred and
fifty children. A few days ago, Ben met the husband of Ann, the only volunteer currently working
with the children. He arranged for me to meet Ann at the orphanage at nine this morning.When I
arrived, Ann was not there, so I sat in the office area. For an hour I waited in a hot little room with
three Chinese women staring, laughing, and talking as if I could not understand I was the topic
of conversation! It was very uncomfortable, but I was determined not to show any loss of
composure.Director Yao, one of four directors at this institute, appeared and proceeded to ask
for many pieces of identification: passport, extra picture, resident permit, home card. She spoke



only a little English, so my driver, Mr. Li, stayed on to translate. Finally, Director Yao sat down
beside me and put her arm around me.She said condescendingly, “You are too young. What
qualifications do you have?” To be so desperate for help, they certainly tried to put up barriers for
volunteers. Undaunted, I told her I was not young; I was in my thirties and had two children
myself. I tried not to sound offended as I said, “Look, I just want to help with the children. I want
to do what Ann does here.” I dangled Ann’s name shamelessly; because of her husband’s
frequent donations to the institute, she is graciously accepted.Director Yao gave me application
forms written in Chinese characters, so I had no idea what I was signing. When Ann finally
arrived and explained that I would be coming regularly, Director Yao processed my application.
That was my first experience with the unpredictability and seemingly arbitrary decision making
of Chinese charitable institutions.We proceeded to the children’s ward, passing through a gated
area that included a kitchen, an entertaining hall, and nursing-home buildings for the elderly.
Several very old men in wheelchairs watched with rapt curiosity as we walked by. On the other
side of the buildings, we passed through two unlocked gates that took us into the children’s
area, which comprised two ancient three-story buildings.On our way upstairs to the baby room,
we encountered three classroom/living areas filled with approximately thirty to forty elementary-
age children. I wanted to stop and visit, but we could not take the time—Ann said the staff
needed us to assist in the morning feeding.As we entered the nursery, the tragedy of it all struck
me. The room was actually two open rooms adjoined by a half-wall. On one side were twenty
metal cradles lined up for the bed babies—the ones who could not sit up—and on the other side
were fifteen little wooden toddler beds for the babies seven months and up—those who could
not walk. As soon as they could toddle, they were moved to the next room, called the
Kindergarten Room. As I looked over the babies, I was shocked at the birth defects, disabilities,
and lack of human contact apparent in their listless eyes.Eight babies were lying on the floor’s
hard wooden planks, crying, and Ann scooped one up. The room held approximately twenty-five
babies, and nowhere could I see any toys or diversions to entertain them; nor were there any
coverings or soft padding to make them more comfortable. They just lay in their cribs crying or
stared vacantly at the water-damaged ceiling and filthy walls.Ann is a registered nurse and
immediately began rotating the hip of a baby girl named Jia Jia. Most of the babies had
bedsores on the backs of their heads from lying in the hard cribs all day. Because of the lack of
mobility, they had not developed muscle tone and most could not sit up, roll over, or lift their
heads. I sat down and played with a few babies on the floor before moving on to the younger
infants in the cradles. The lifeless expressions on their faces wrenched at my heart. Looking at
these children, I felt engulfed by a sense of hopelessness. Ann reminded me that I had to be
tough, that it was not about me. It was about giving them a measure of unconditional love before
we had to leave.My resolve not to cry dissolved when I spotted two baby girls sharing a crib.
They were not twins, but only placed together for lack of a free bed. One of them had a cleft lip,
the other was a preemie. They were trembling from head to toe, one crying silent tears, the other
just staring blankly at nothing. I was too afraid to pick them up—they looked so fragile—so I



started gently rubbing their little legs and tiny fingers. I tried to hum soothingly, but it frightened
them, so I stopped.At feeding time, two workers brought out a huge bucket of bottles and placed
rolled-up sheets next to the babies in order to prop the bottles up. Ann and I moved from baby to
baby, holding them with a bottle for a few minutes each. Frequently in their frenzy to suck the
milk, the babies would knock the bottles out of their mouths. Ann said it was important we get
around quickly and reposition those bottles; the babies could not do it themselves and the ayis
did not have time.I came to another cleft baby, who could not get anything out of his bottle. I
spent the next fifteen minutes squeezing drink after drink into his mouth until a worker came and
snatched the bottle out of my hand. The ayis did not appear to understand why we gravitated
toward the handicapped. It was obvious that they ignored the children in need and gave all their
attention to the pretty ones who did not have disabilities.Soon, the room nannies waved us over
to help feed the toddlers. We sat on the floor, with two or three toddlers lying or sitting in front of
us. Each of us took a bowl of rice and began feeding the closest children.With feeding time over,
it was time to ready them for their nap. We stripped down children one after the other, and two
workers came to pick them up and take them to the other room where the industrial-size sink
was located. The children were rinsed off from head to toe and dropped back on a bed or crib
with a clean shirt. It was like an assembly line, with as much coldness and impersonality as that
implies.We moved around frequently because they do not like volunteers showing too much
attention to one baby. The assembly line began again; dressing thirty-plus babies takes a while!
For diapers, we wrapped a thin piece of cloth around the genitals. An added rectangle of plastic
with a rope tied around it supposedly kept the cloth from leaking.While Ann and I worked, we
attempted playing with the babies and teasing them, to give them positive attention and
stimulation. The workers, on the other hand, were in such a hurry to get through their tasks that
how they handled the babies was nothing short of alarming. To pick up a baby, the ayis grabbed
one arm and one leg and held the child away from them like a sideways rag doll. Even the
smallest ones received this treatment!The morning was exhausting, both physically and
emotionally. As Ann and I walked out together, she asked me if I was planning to come back.
Even though the work was hard on my heart, there was no doubt at all in my mind about my
answer. I was hooked—I absolutely loved it. Perhaps I couldn’t change their circumstances, but I
felt I had an abundance of love to give these deprived children. Ann was thrilled—she was
leaving to go Stateside for a month, and she’s relieved I have promised to be there every
Tuesday.As I reflect on the morning, it occurs to me that the two workers in the baby room had
an extremely negative attitude toward us. At the end of our allowed time, one of the workers had
impatiently tapped her watch as if to say, “It’s time for you to go now.” They had stomped around
us and taken every opportunity to act as if what we did and said to the babies was ridiculous. I
know that we have to keep our own attitudes cheerful and realize we are not there to change
everything at once, only to do what we can to make the children’s days brighter. If we try to
change things too fast, they will not let us return. Ann said that has happened with bossy
volunteers in the past, so I will have to be very careful about what I say and do.Before I arrived in



China, Ann was the only foreigner allowed into the orphanage to visit the children. The company
her husband works for contributes regular donations of money and goods, making a close
relationship with the directors possible. Ann sponsors two children who occasionally come home
with her for weekend visits. She told me that years ago a volunteer group was dismissed for
becoming too aggressive and opinionated on how the orphanage should be run. Since that time,
Ann has been visiting the children solo each week to do what she can for them. I was fortunate
she risked her own position and brought me in under her recommendation.JULY 9,
2003Amanda and I went to KFC for lunch today. The fast food we take for granted in America is
a real treat here, but the outing was overwhelming without Ben. When he is with me, the Chinese
men do not stare and follow as much. I know they are curious, but it will take me a while to adjust
to such blatant disregard for personal space. Ordering at the register was not an easy feat. I was
given a picture menu, but even when I pointed at what we wanted, the cashier kept asking
questions I could not understand. Why do they assume a blond, blue-eyed, tall foreign woman
can understand their rapid Chinese? I just stared back in utter confusion.We were finally
successful in getting food and even found a seat in the busy dining area. It is amusing how such
an insignificant event in our home country becomes such a complicated affair here.Ben, on the
other hand, is adjusting well at work. He seems to be learning how to deal with the total chaos
that is big-city China. I still worry about the stress he is under, but I can offer him only limited
help. It has made a big difference getting settled in our new house and having a permanent
place. I know now that I have to get down to business and make this house a home for my family.
I also know that how I adjust will affect Amanda and Ben. Everyone always looks to Mom to see
what is going to happen next, so I have to shape up and make this work, for all of our
sakes.Chapter 3JULY 7, 2003Today I started work in one of the larger orphanages in Shengxi,
which houses about one hundred and fifty children. A few days ago, Ben met the husband of
Ann, the only volunteer currently working with the children. He arranged for me to meet Ann at
the orphanage at nine this morning.When I arrived, Ann was not there, so I sat in the office area.
For an hour I waited in a hot little room with three Chinese women staring, laughing, and talking
as if I could not understand I was the topic of conversation! It was very uncomfortable, but I was
determined not to show any loss of composure.Director Yao, one of four directors at this
institute, appeared and proceeded to ask for many pieces of identification: passport, extra
picture, resident permit, home card. She spoke only a little English, so my driver, Mr. Li, stayed
on to translate. Finally, Director Yao sat down beside me and put her arm around me.She said
condescendingly, “You are too young. What qualifications do you have?” To be so desperate for
help, they certainly tried to put up barriers for volunteers. Undaunted, I told her I was not young; I
was in my thirties and had two children myself. I tried not to sound offended as I said, “Look, I
just want to help with the children. I want to do what Ann does here.” I dangled Ann’s name
shamelessly; because of her husband’s frequent donations to the institute, she is graciously
accepted.Director Yao gave me application forms written in Chinese characters, so I had no idea
what I was signing. When Ann finally arrived and explained that I would be coming regularly,



Director Yao processed my application. That was my first experience with the unpredictability
and seemingly arbitrary decision making of Chinese charitable institutions.We proceeded to the
children’s ward, passing through a gated area that included a kitchen, an entertaining hall, and
nursing-home buildings for the elderly. Several very old men in wheelchairs watched with rapt
curiosity as we walked by. On the other side of the buildings, we passed through two unlocked
gates that took us into the children’s area, which comprised two ancient three-story buildings.On
our way upstairs to the baby room, we encountered three classroom/living areas filled with
approximately thirty to forty elementary-age children. I wanted to stop and visit, but we could not
take the time—Ann said the staff needed us to assist in the morning feeding.As we entered the
nursery, the tragedy of it all struck me. The room was actually two open rooms adjoined by a half-
wall. On one side were twenty metal cradles lined up for the bed babies—the ones who could
not sit up—and on the other side were fifteen little wooden toddler beds for the babies seven
months and up—those who could not walk. As soon as they could toddle, they were moved to
the next room, called the Kindergarten Room. As I looked over the babies, I was shocked at the
birth defects, disabilities, and lack of human contact apparent in their listless eyes.Eight babies
were lying on the floor’s hard wooden planks, crying, and Ann scooped one up. The room held
approximately twenty-five babies, and nowhere could I see any toys or diversions to entertain
them; nor were there any coverings or soft padding to make them more comfortable. They just
lay in their cribs crying or stared vacantly at the water-damaged ceiling and filthy walls.Ann is a
registered nurse and immediately began rotating the hip of a baby girl named Jia Jia. Most of the
babies had bedsores on the backs of their heads from lying in the hard cribs all day. Because of
the lack of mobility, they had not developed muscle tone and most could not sit up, roll over, or
lift their heads. I sat down and played with a few babies on the floor before moving on to the
younger infants in the cradles. The lifeless expressions on their faces wrenched at my heart.
Looking at these children, I felt engulfed by a sense of hopelessness. Ann reminded me that I
had to be tough, that it was not about me. It was about giving them a measure of unconditional
love before we had to leave.My resolve not to cry dissolved when I spotted two baby girls
sharing a crib. They were not twins, but only placed together for lack of a free bed. One of them
had a cleft lip, the other was a preemie. They were trembling from head to toe, one crying silent
tears, the other just staring blankly at nothing. I was too afraid to pick them up—they looked so
fragile—so I started gently rubbing their little legs and tiny fingers. I tried to hum soothingly, but it
frightened them, so I stopped.At feeding time, two workers brought out a huge bucket of bottles
and placed rolled-up sheets next to the babies in order to prop the bottles up. Ann and I moved
from baby to baby, holding them with a bottle for a few minutes each. Frequently in their frenzy to
suck the milk, the babies would knock the bottles out of their mouths. Ann said it was important
we get around quickly and reposition those bottles; the babies could not do it themselves and
the ayis did not have time.I came to another cleft baby, who could not get anything out of his
bottle. I spent the next fifteen minutes squeezing drink after drink into his mouth until a worker
came and snatched the bottle out of my hand. The ayis did not appear to understand why we



gravitated toward the handicapped. It was obvious that they ignored the children in need and
gave all their attention to the pretty ones who did not have disabilities.Soon, the room nannies
waved us over to help feed the toddlers. We sat on the floor, with two or three toddlers lying or
sitting in front of us. Each of us took a bowl of rice and began feeding the closest children.With
feeding time over, it was time to ready them for their nap. We stripped down children one after
the other, and two workers came to pick them up and take them to the other room where the
industrial-size sink was located. The children were rinsed off from head to toe and dropped back
on a bed or crib with a clean shirt. It was like an assembly line, with as much coldness and
impersonality as that implies.We moved around frequently because they do not like volunteers
showing too much attention to one baby. The assembly line began again; dressing thirty-plus
babies takes a while! For diapers, we wrapped a thin piece of cloth around the genitals. An
added rectangle of plastic with a rope tied around it supposedly kept the cloth from
leaking.While Ann and I worked, we attempted playing with the babies and teasing them, to give
them positive attention and stimulation. The workers, on the other hand, were in such a hurry to
get through their tasks that how they handled the babies was nothing short of alarming. To pick
up a baby, the ayis grabbed one arm and one leg and held the child away from them like a
sideways rag doll. Even the smallest ones received this treatment!The morning was exhausting,
both physically and emotionally. As Ann and I walked out together, she asked me if I was
planning to come back. Even though the work was hard on my heart, there was no doubt at all in
my mind about my answer. I was hooked—I absolutely loved it. Perhaps I couldn’t change their
circumstances, but I felt I had an abundance of love to give these deprived children. Ann was
thrilled—she was leaving to go Stateside for a month, and she’s relieved I have promised to be
there every Tuesday.As I reflect on the morning, it occurs to me that the two workers in the baby
room had an extremely negative attitude toward us. At the end of our allowed time, one of the
workers had impatiently tapped her watch as if to say, “It’s time for you to go now.” They had
stomped around us and taken every opportunity to act as if what we did and said to the babies
was ridiculous. I know that we have to keep our own attitudes cheerful and realize we are not
there to change everything at once, only to do what we can to make the children’s days brighter.
If we try to change things too fast, they will not let us return. Ann said that has happened with
bossy volunteers in the past, so I will have to be very careful about what I say and do.Before I
arrived in China, Ann was the only foreigner allowed into the orphanage to visit the children. The
company her husband works for contributes regular donations of money and goods, making a
close relationship with the directors possible. Ann sponsors two children who occasionally come
home with her for weekend visits. She told me that years ago a volunteer group was dismissed
for becoming too aggressive and opinionated on how the orphanage should be run. Since that
time, Ann has been visiting the children solo each week to do what she can for them. I was
fortunate she risked her own position and brought me in under her recommendation.JULY 9,
2003Amanda and I went to KFC for lunch today. The fast food we take for granted in America is
a real treat here, but the outing was overwhelming without Ben. When he is with me, the Chinese



men do not stare and follow as much. I know they are curious, but it will take me a while to adjust
to such blatant disregard for personal space. Ordering at the register was not an easy feat. I was
given a picture menu, but even when I pointed at what we wanted, the cashier kept asking
questions I could not understand. Why do they assume a blond, blue-eyed, tall foreign woman
can understand their rapid Chinese? I just stared back in utter confusion.We were finally
successful in getting food and even found a seat in the busy dining area. It is amusing how such
an insignificant event in our home country becomes such a complicated affair here.Ben, on the
other hand, is adjusting well at work. He seems to be learning how to deal with the total chaos
that is big-city China. I still worry about the stress he is under, but I can offer him only limited
help. It has made a big difference getting settled in our new house and having a permanent
place. I know now that I have to get down to business and make this house a home for my family.
I also know that how I adjust will affect Amanda and Ben. Everyone always looks to Mom to see
what is going to happen next, so I have to shape up and make this work, for all of our
sakes.Chapter 3JULY 7, 2003Today I started work in one of the larger orphanages in Shengxi,
which houses about one hundred and fifty children. A few days ago, Ben met the husband of
Ann, the only volunteer currently working with the children. He arranged for me to meet Ann at
the orphanage at nine this morning.When I arrived, Ann was not there, so I sat in the office area.
For an hour I waited in a hot little room with three Chinese women staring, laughing, and talking
as if I could not understand I was the topic of conversation! It was very uncomfortable, but I was
determined not to show any loss of composure.Director Yao, one of four directors at this
institute, appeared and proceeded to ask for many pieces of identification: passport, extra
picture, resident permit, home card. She spoke only a little English, so my driver, Mr. Li, stayed
on to translate. Finally, Director Yao sat down beside me and put her arm around me.She said
condescendingly, “You are too young. What qualifications do you have?” To be so desperate for
help, they certainly tried to put up barriers for volunteers. Undaunted, I told her I was not young; I
was in my thirties and had two children myself. I tried not to sound offended as I said, “Look, I
just want to help with the children. I want to do what Ann does here.” I dangled Ann’s name
shamelessly; because of her husband’s frequent donations to the institute, she is graciously
accepted.Director Yao gave me application forms written in Chinese characters, so I had no idea
what I was signing. When Ann finally arrived and explained that I would be coming regularly,
Director Yao processed my application. That was my first experience with the unpredictability
and seemingly arbitrary decision making of Chinese charitable institutions.We proceeded to the
children’s ward, passing through a gated area that included a kitchen, an entertaining hall, and
nursing-home buildings for the elderly. Several very old men in wheelchairs watched with rapt
curiosity as we walked by. On the other side of the buildings, we passed through two unlocked
gates that took us into the children’s area, which comprised two ancient three-story buildings.On
our way upstairs to the baby room, we encountered three classroom/living areas filled with
approximately thirty to forty elementary-age children. I wanted to stop and visit, but we could not
take the time—Ann said the staff needed us to assist in the morning feeding.As we entered the



nursery, the tragedy of it all struck me. The room was actually two open rooms adjoined by a half-
wall. On one side were twenty metal cradles lined up for the bed babies—the ones who could
not sit up—and on the other side were fifteen little wooden toddler beds for the babies seven
months and up—those who could not walk. As soon as they could toddle, they were moved to
the next room, called the Kindergarten Room. As I looked over the babies, I was shocked at the
birth defects, disabilities, and lack of human contact apparent in their listless eyes.Eight babies
were lying on the floor’s hard wooden planks, crying, and Ann scooped one up. The room held
approximately twenty-five babies, and nowhere could I see any toys or diversions to entertain
them; nor were there any coverings or soft padding to make them more comfortable. They just
lay in their cribs crying or stared vacantly at the water-damaged ceiling and filthy walls.Ann is a
registered nurse and immediately began rotating the hip of a baby girl named Jia Jia. Most of the
babies had bedsores on the backs of their heads from lying in the hard cribs all day. Because of
the lack of mobility, they had not developed muscle tone and most could not sit up, roll over, or
lift their heads. I sat down and played with a few babies on the floor before moving on to the
younger infants in the cradles. The lifeless expressions on their faces wrenched at my heart.
Looking at these children, I felt engulfed by a sense of hopelessness. Ann reminded me that I
had to be tough, that it was not about me. It was about giving them a measure of unconditional
love before we had to leave.My resolve not to cry dissolved when I spotted two baby girls
sharing a crib. They were not twins, but only placed together for lack of a free bed. One of them
had a cleft lip, the other was a preemie. They were trembling from head to toe, one crying silent
tears, the other just staring blankly at nothing. I was too afraid to pick them up—they looked so
fragile—so I started gently rubbing their little legs and tiny fingers. I tried to hum soothingly, but it
frightened them, so I stopped.At feeding time, two workers brought out a huge bucket of bottles
and placed rolled-up sheets next to the babies in order to prop the bottles up. Ann and I moved
from baby to baby, holding them with a bottle for a few minutes each. Frequently in their frenzy to
suck the milk, the babies would knock the bottles out of their mouths. Ann said it was important
we get around quickly and reposition those bottles; the babies could not do it themselves and
the ayis did not have time.I came to another cleft baby, who could not get anything out of his
bottle. I spent the next fifteen minutes squeezing drink after drink into his mouth until a worker
came and snatched the bottle out of my hand. The ayis did not appear to understand why we
gravitated toward the handicapped. It was obvious that they ignored the children in need and
gave all their attention to the pretty ones who did not have disabilities.Soon, the room nannies
waved us over to help feed the toddlers. We sat on the floor, with two or three toddlers lying or
sitting in front of us. Each of us took a bowl of rice and began feeding the closest children.With
feeding time over, it was time to ready them for their nap. We stripped down children one after
the other, and two workers came to pick them up and take them to the other room where the
industrial-size sink was located. The children were rinsed off from head to toe and dropped back
on a bed or crib with a clean shirt. It was like an assembly line, with as much coldness and
impersonality as that implies.We moved around frequently because they do not like volunteers



showing too much attention to one baby. The assembly line began again; dressing thirty-plus
babies takes a while! For diapers, we wrapped a thin piece of cloth around the genitals. An
added rectangle of plastic with a rope tied around it supposedly kept the cloth from
leaking.While Ann and I worked, we attempted playing with the babies and teasing them, to give
them positive attention and stimulation. The workers, on the other hand, were in such a hurry to
get through their tasks that how they handled the babies was nothing short of alarming. To pick
up a baby, the ayis grabbed one arm and one leg and held the child away from them like a
sideways rag doll. Even the smallest ones received this treatment!The morning was exhausting,
both physically and emotionally. As Ann and I walked out together, she asked me if I was
planning to come back. Even though the work was hard on my heart, there was no doubt at all in
my mind about my answer. I was hooked—I absolutely loved it. Perhaps I couldn’t change their
circumstances, but I felt I had an abundance of love to give these deprived children. Ann was
thrilled—she was leaving to go Stateside for a month, and she’s relieved I have promised to be
there every Tuesday.As I reflect on the morning, it occurs to me that the two workers in the baby
room had an extremely negative attitude toward us. At the end of our allowed time, one of the
workers had impatiently tapped her watch as if to say, “It’s time for you to go now.” They had
stomped around us and taken every opportunity to act as if what we did and said to the babies
was ridiculous. I know that we have to keep our own attitudes cheerful and realize we are not
there to change everything at once, only to do what we can to make the children’s days brighter.
If we try to change things too fast, they will not let us return. Ann said that has happened with
bossy volunteers in the past, so I will have to be very careful about what I say and do.Before I
arrived in China, Ann was the only foreigner allowed into the orphanage to visit the children. The
company her husband works for contributes regular donations of money and goods, making a
close relationship with the directors possible. Ann sponsors two children who occasionally come
home with her for weekend visits. She told me that years ago a volunteer group was dismissed
for becoming too aggressive and opinionated on how the orphanage should be run. Since that
time, Ann has been visiting the children solo each week to do what she can for them. I was
fortunate she risked her own position and brought me in under her recommendation.JULY 9,
2003Amanda and I went to KFC for lunch today. The fast food we take for granted in America is
a real treat here, but the outing was overwhelming without Ben. When he is with me, the Chinese
men do not stare and follow as much. I know they are curious, but it will take me a while to adjust
to such blatant disregard for personal space. Ordering at the register was not an easy feat. I was
given a picture menu, but even when I pointed at what we wanted, the cashier kept asking
questions I could not understand. Why do they assume a blond, blue-eyed, tall foreign woman
can understand their rapid Chinese? I just stared back in utter confusion.We were finally
successful in getting food and even found a seat in the busy dining area. It is amusing how such
an insignificant event in our home country becomes such a complicated affair here.Ben, on the
other hand, is adjusting well at work. He seems to be learning how to deal with the total chaos
that is big-city China. I still worry about the stress he is under, but I can offer him only limited



help. It has made a big difference getting settled in our new house and having a permanent
place. I know now that I have to get down to business and make this house a home for my family.
I also know that how I adjust will affect Amanda and Ben. Everyone always looks to Mom to see
what is going to happen next, so I have to shape up and make this work, for all of our
sakes.Chapter 4JULY 11, 2003Ann asked me to initiate a new volunteer. She warned me that
Yolanda was very outspoken and flamboyant, and asked if I would caution her about making
derogatory remarks to the staff about the care and treatment of the children. She is worried we
might be banned from our volunteer work if anyone is too judgmental.I met Yolanda at the coffee
shop near the orphanage, and as soon as I saw her, I knew there was going to be trouble. For
one thing, the temperature was supposed to hit about 105 degrees. I was dressed for it in thin
khakis, white T-shirt, and hair up, but not Yolanda. She was Spanish, forty-one years old, and a
fitness fanatic with a body that bespoke long workouts over many years. Yoli (as she instructed
me to call her) was wearing two shirts and a pair of tight silk pants with stiletto heels, her dark
hair a wild mess of curls around her face.Yoli was a fast talker and rapidly took me through her
life story and what had brought her to China. Based on her many anti-American comments, I
figured she was probably disappointed that I was going to be her volunteer partner.Jumping in
when she finally paused for air, I quickly shifted the conversation over to expectations of us at
the orphanage. I tried to convey to her the seriousness of not making a bad impression and not
criticizing the care of the children. I thought I was getting my point across, but I was about to find
out that not much gets through to Yoli.After going through the proper administrative channels, we
made our way to the baby area. As soon as she took one look, she started in with disdain and
attitude. I told her she had to remove her shoes and wear the ones provided, but it was obvious
she resented parting with her deadly weapons. She did so, though, and grudgingly put on the
ragged slippers we all have to wear. The slipper policy is one of the few rules put in place to stop
the spread of outside disease, and one we all strictly obey.For a short while, we enjoyed playing
with the babies, but soon it was feeding time. It was the usual routine; the workers prop the
bottles on sheets and allow the babies to suck for about five minutes, then come and snatch the
bottles away. The babies still appear hungry, so I am not sure why they are not allowed more
milk.Yoli and I took the bottles we were able to hang on to and tried to move around to the babies
who had yet to be fed. One little preemie boy looks like a shriveled-up old man. They never move
him and his head is completely flat on the back from always lying in the same position. He is so
skinny; he looks to weigh not more than four pounds. They had not bothered to give him a bottle,
so I grabbed one and rushed over. I realized why they hadn’t bothered; he was so weak he did
not have the strength to suckle. I spent the next few minutes giving him drinks in small bursts by
squeezing the nipple directly into his mouth.Chapter 4JULY 11, 2003Ann asked me to initiate a
new volunteer. She warned me that Yolanda was very outspoken and flamboyant, and asked if I
would caution her about making derogatory remarks to the staff about the care and treatment of
the children. She is worried we might be banned from our volunteer work if anyone is too
judgmental.I met Yolanda at the coffee shop near the orphanage, and as soon as I saw her, I



knew there was going to be trouble. For one thing, the temperature was supposed to hit about
105 degrees. I was dressed for it in thin khakis, white T-shirt, and hair up, but not Yolanda. She
was Spanish, forty-one years old, and a fitness fanatic with a body that bespoke long workouts
over many years. Yoli (as she instructed me to call her) was wearing two shirts and a pair of tight
silk pants with stiletto heels, her dark hair a wild mess of curls around her face.Yoli was a fast
talker and rapidly took me through her life story and what had brought her to China. Based on
her many anti-American comments, I figured she was probably disappointed that I was going to
be her volunteer partner.Jumping in when she finally paused for air, I quickly shifted the
conversation over to expectations of us at the orphanage. I tried to convey to her the seriousness
of not making a bad impression and not criticizing the care of the children. I thought I was getting
my point across, but I was about to find out that not much gets through to Yoli.After going
through the proper administrative channels, we made our way to the baby area. As soon as she
took one look, she started in with disdain and attitude. I told her she had to remove her shoes
and wear the ones provided, but it was obvious she resented parting with her deadly weapons.
She did so, though, and grudgingly put on the ragged slippers we all have to wear. The slipper
policy is one of the few rules put in place to stop the spread of outside disease, and one we all
strictly obey.For a short while, we enjoyed playing with the babies, but soon it was feeding time. It
was the usual routine; the workers prop the bottles on sheets and allow the babies to suck for
about five minutes, then come and snatch the bottles away. The babies still appear hungry, so I
am not sure why they are not allowed more milk.Yoli and I took the bottles we were able to hang
on to and tried to move around to the babies who had yet to be fed. One little preemie boy looks
like a shriveled-up old man. They never move him and his head is completely flat on the back
from always lying in the same position. He is so skinny; he looks to weigh not more than four
pounds. They had not bothered to give him a bottle, so I grabbed one and rushed over. I realized
why they hadn’t bothered; he was so weak he did not have the strength to suckle. I spent the
next few minutes giving him drinks in small bursts by squeezing the nipple directly into his
mouth.Chapter 4JULY 11, 2003Ann asked me to initiate a new volunteer. She warned me that
Yolanda was very outspoken and flamboyant, and asked if I would caution her about making
derogatory remarks to the staff about the care and treatment of the children. She is worried we
might be banned from our volunteer work if anyone is too judgmental.I met Yolanda at the coffee
shop near the orphanage, and as soon as I saw her, I knew there was going to be trouble. For
one thing, the temperature was supposed to hit about 105 degrees. I was dressed for it in thin
khakis, white T-shirt, and hair up, but not Yolanda. She was Spanish, forty-one years old, and a
fitness fanatic with a body that bespoke long workouts over many years. Yoli (as she instructed
me to call her) was wearing two shirts and a pair of tight silk pants with stiletto heels, her dark
hair a wild mess of curls around her face.Yoli was a fast talker and rapidly took me through her
life story and what had brought her to China. Based on her many anti-American comments, I
figured she was probably disappointed that I was going to be her volunteer partner.Jumping in
when she finally paused for air, I quickly shifted the conversation over to expectations of us at



the orphanage. I tried to convey to her the seriousness of not making a bad impression and not
criticizing the care of the children. I thought I was getting my point across, but I was about to find
out that not much gets through to Yoli.After going through the proper administrative channels, we
made our way to the baby area. As soon as she took one look, she started in with disdain and
attitude. I told her she had to remove her shoes and wear the ones provided, but it was obvious
she resented parting with her deadly weapons. She did so, though, and grudgingly put on the
ragged slippers we all have to wear. The slipper policy is one of the few rules put in place to stop
the spread of outside disease, and one we all strictly obey.For a short while, we enjoyed playing
with the babies, but soon it was feeding time. It was the usual routine; the workers prop the
bottles on sheets and allow the babies to suck for about five minutes, then come and snatch the
bottles away. The babies still appear hungry, so I am not sure why they are not allowed more
milk.Yoli and I took the bottles we were able to hang on to and tried to move around to the babies
who had yet to be fed. One little preemie boy looks like a shriveled-up old man. They never move
him and his head is completely flat on the back from always lying in the same position. He is so
skinny; he looks to weigh not more than four pounds. They had not bothered to give him a bottle,
so I grabbed one and rushed over. I realized why they hadn’t bothered; he was so weak he did
not have the strength to suckle. I spent the next few minutes giving him drinks in small bursts by
squeezing the nipple directly into his mouth.
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Linda Marie L., “Heartbreaking and deepening account of the effects of China's one-child policy..
Kay Bratt's account of her experiences in one of China's Welfare Institutes for Children was
riveting, heart breaking and personally upsetting. Thank God for Kay for shining a light and
making a difference there for children who could not speak for themselves as well as for the well-
meaning workers clearly over their heads and functioning without the support and tools they
needed to care for the babies and young children in their charge. I could not put the book down
and frequently cried and felt anger at a system and government so overwhelmed and
misguided. I am an adoptive China Mom well versed in the reasons so many of our daughters
were relinquished to China's Welfare Institute system as infants. Some of information we've
been given has been generalized and perhaps improved over reality as we traversed all the
steps of international adoption. What shocked me about this book was the time frame of the
early 20th century. Our family was formed in 1995 from one of the first Welfare Institutes and
cities from which Westerners began adopting our daughters. The book's time frame of around
2005 was upsetting, especially in view of the descriptions of care and inadequate surroundings.
My only view at the time of my daughter's first months came from the disposable camera I gave
the Institute director on the first day and which she returned a week later with the final adoption
papers. We weren't allowed (by China's government policy) to visit the place where our babies
spent their first few months, or see where they were initially found. I later only saw in the photos
of the Welfare Institute what they thought I wanted to see. And we were home in America when I
picked up the prints at our camera store. They included a large, overcrowded group crib with 7
swaddled babies laying side by side. The older toddlers looked up at at the camera (one or 2
smiling, the others sad) and the ones not yet walking seemed to sit placidly in stationary
"walkers." The grounds appeared either falling apart or "under construction." The three women
we parents met when they delivered our babies to us at our hotel in Hefei appeared warm and
caring. However, the language barrier prevented some important gathering of information. Kay,
your book filled in some gaps. I can now understand a little more why my daughter had a dark
keyloid scar on one hand from being tied down. Perhaps they could tell she would be left-
handed and they wanted to "correct" that tendency. Perhaps they were trying to prevent her from
pulling off a blanket or rolling over onto another baby. On the other hand, she was not that
mobile after 7 months spent in a crowded crib which no doubt kept her warm over the winter
without heat in the baby room. She couldn't lift her head, much less roll over. But I have never
thought they were cruel or inept -- just dealing with the tools and experience they had at the
time. What shocked me about the book descriptions was the time it took place -- 5 to 10 years
after our adoption. I had assumed conditions had been much improved by then. However, the
unnamed city of the book was likely not among the first hand-picked locations where China's
Welfare Institutes for Children were open to international adoptions. I know that much has and is
changing in China. We had the opportunity to visit my daughter's home city and Welfare Institute



when she was 11 years old in 2006. It had been refurbished via funds and fees from the many
adoptions and was perhaps one of the model institutions. It looked much better on the outside.
Our tour was controlled and we were only taken to view the two nursery rooms -- one with
babies assigned to adoptive parents and waiting for their adoption day and the other with infants
waiting for hospital space for medical care, including heart conditions. But what was comforting
was to meet the same Director and nurse who'd cared for my daughter whom I had met at the
time of adoption. They were both the warm, caring women they appeared to be 11 years earlier.
Now that China's one-child policy has been expanded to two children and adoptions are now
possible within China, life for its daughters and its handicapped or critically ill children will be
better. Perhaps more of them can remain in their birth families. I hope so. I still feel deeply for
my daughter's birth mother and father who do not know how beautiful, smart, funny, healthy, and
strong she is. I also feel eternally grateful for the divine guidance that led me to become her
Mom. How lucky for us both. Kay Bratt's book pulled no punches, yet in the end conveyed an
understanding of the formidable task of caring for babies and ill or handicapped children their
parents couldn't keep for some reason. She broadened my understanding, even after all the
research I personally have done, of the terrible choices birth parents all over China have had to
make over the years. I thank the author for her honesty and understanding and her willingness
to bare her heart and soul in the re-telling of her experiences. And I thank all the others she
galvanized to volunteer with her. This is a book that should be widely read by other China
adoptive families, including their children when old enough to handle the information. It should
be read by anyone -- it broadens our understanding of the different conditions people face all
over the world for varying reasons. And it sheds light on all the earth-bound angels we have,
here and in China and beyond, who love and care for children growing up in conditions most of
us cannot imagine.  Thank you, Kay.”

Christian Fiction and More, “Speaks to my heart. Silent Tears: A Journey of Hope in a Chinese
Orphanage by Kay Bratt – A Book Review God led me to this piece of non-fiction years ago,
long before I retired from teaching, long before I started blogging and posting book reviews. God
began then preparing my heart for the little girl who will be joining our family within the next
eighteen months to two years. Kay Bratt dedicated her book to China’s Orphans; stating, “You
are not forgotten.” Indeed they are not. Biological parents in China, for a variety of reasons, have
made the heart wrenching decision to leave their children, and in the words of our soon-to-be
granddaughter’s new parents, “There’s a lot we don’t know about our daughter, but we do know
this: She has been left to be found, and our love will find her wherever she is.” There are many
parents out there whose love has led them to find their son or daughter wherever they were, and
many who are being led by God to that wonderful discovery. In 2002 the author’s husband was
transferred to China. She immediately set three goals for herself: to learn to speak Mandarin, to
volunteer in an orphanage, and to chronicle her time overseas by keeping a journal. Once in
Shengxi, and personally experiencing the day to day life of the orphans there, Kay began a



volunteer group supported by friends and family stateside. This book is a collection of her journal
entries during her four years in China. When Kay first arrived in Shengxi, volunteers were not
readily welcomed in the orphanage. A lady named Ann was the only volunteer at the time, and
she laid the groundwork for Kay’s volunteering. Without her, Kay may never have been able to
reach her second goal. The condition of the children, the living environment, and the lack of
human contact was deeply depressing. Kay’s description of the treatment of the children is
vivid, and incomprehensible to most of us living in America. While reading this book causes the
reader great sadness, it is not meant for us to close our eyes and hearts to human suffering. The
reader can hold onto the portion of the title of the text: A Journey of Hope. Kay and her corp of
volunteers did indeed slowly, and over time, bring hope to the Shengxi orphanage. The
volunteers realized that change needed to occur little by little, move to fast and they would be
told not to return. Kay introduces us, her readers, to several specific children. It is impossible
not to get emotionally involved with their stories, driven to read on and discover their fates. Squirt
a baby boy who stubbornly hung on to life for as long as he could. Xiao Feng, a small girl with a
beautiful smile and a missing hand. Two year old Jin Ji, a favorite of the ayis. Yue Hua longing for
the comfort of human touch and understanding. Hei Mei with a minor heart condition, dimples
and a sunny disposition. Xiao Gou twice abandoned. A model of God’s love, compassion and
mercy, Kay expresses an understanding of the ayis, the workers responsible for the children’s
care. By looking for ways to show them appreciation and to make their jobs easier rather than
criticizing and arguing with them, Kay won their confidence and respect, building relationships
one visit at a time. This resulted in greater opportunities to impact the children’s lives and
eventually changes in how the ayis treated the children. Kay ends her book with letters that she
has received by some of those who have been touched by her story, some who have gone on to
adopt. These letters are testaments to the power of the testimony contained in these pages, be
they paper or electronic. Whether you plan to adopt, love children, or just love a touching story,
you will find inspiration and hope while reading Silent Tears. If you want to learn more about
what happens to children who age out of “the system” in China, you may want to visit http://
www.brownwingfamily.com/2013/05/what-happens-to-orphans-if-they-are-not.html. If you want
to know more about Kay Bratt’s continuing advocacy for children, you can visit
www.kaybratt.com. If you want to know more about our son and daughter-in-law’s journey into
adopting through China, you can keep up with their story at https://
becomingafamilyof5.wordpress.com/ or http://www.gofundme.com/babycastenir.”

PRKUJ, “Great Read full of important info. So we’ll written and eye opening. Taking a situation
that seemed hopeless, she pushed on and made significant improvement in many childrens’
lives.”

Bookworm X, “I did feel it could have been converted better from what was obviously a diary into
a book. Very interesting and also heart breaking. The author was obviously very involved with



her work in China and managed to give us an idea of how the Chinese mentality works. The
book was interesting and I read to the end. I did feel it could have been converted better from
what was obviously a diary into a book. A lot of stories were repeated and a lot of details about
so many babies and children suffering in equally appalling ways. It often felt like 'same old, same
old'. I would have loved to find out what happened after she left China. Perhaps what work
continues there and what are we readers able to do to help (if anything). Has there been
progress made in other orphanages recently as this situation has made various media
publication is the past few years. On the whole, enjoyable.  Thank you for sharing.”

HKLover, “Silent Tears. Silent Tears deals with the four years that Kay Bratt worked as a
volunteer in a Chinese orphanage.It is a difficult subject, dealing with the often appalling
conditions under which these unwanted children live, unloved and seemingly without hope.It
appears that many orphanages are now being run under better conditions and with more
compassion for the children, thanks to the efforts of authors such as Kay, who have brought this
suffering to the attention of westerners.Kay continues to raise awareness and advocate for at-
risk children.”

The book by Kay Bratt has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 1,711 people have provided feedback.
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